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Safety Information

Safety Information

Important Information
Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with the
device before trying to install, operate, service, or maintain it. The following special
messages may appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of
potential hazards or to call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a “Danger” or “Warning” safety label indicates that an 
electrical hazard exists which will result in personal injury if the instructions are not 
followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential personal injury 
hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid possible injury or 
death.

DANGER indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious 
injury.

! DANGER

WARNING indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or 
serious injury.

WARNING!

CAUTION indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or 
moderate injury.

CAUTION!

NOTICE is used to address practices not related to physical injury.

NOTICE
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Safety Information

Please Note
Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by
qualified personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any
consequences arising out of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction and
operation of electrical equipment and its installation, and has received safety training to
recognize and avoid the hazards involved.

Before You Begin
Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the
operator of that machine.

WARNING
UNGUARDED EQUIPMENT
• Do not use this software and related automation equipment on equipment which does

not have point-of-operation protection.
• Do not reach into machinery during operation.
Failure to follow these instructions can result in death, serious injury, or equipment
damage.

This automation equipment and related software is used to control a variety of industrial
processes. The type or model of automation equipment suitable for each application will
vary depending on factors such as the control function required, degree of protection
required, production methods, unusual conditions, government regulations, etc. In some
applications, more than one processor may be required, as when backup redundancy is
needed.

Only you, the user, machine builder or system integrator can be aware of all the conditions
and factors present during setup, operation, and maintenance of the machine and,
therefore, can determine the automation equipment and the related safeties and interlocks
which can be properly used. When selecting automation and control equipment and related
software for a particular application, you should refer to the applicable local and national
standards and regulations. The National Safety Council's Accident Prevention Manual
(nationally recognized in the United States of America) also provides much useful
information.

In some applications, such as packaging machinery, additional operator protection such as
point-of-operation guarding must be provided. This is necessary if the operator's hands and
other parts of the body are free to enter the pinch points or other hazardous areas and
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serious injury can occur. Software products alone cannot protect an operator from injury. For
this reason the software cannot be substituted for or take the place of point-of-operation
protection.

Ensure that appropriate safeties and mechanical/electrical interlocks related to point-of-
operation protection have been installed and are operational before placing the equipment
into service. All interlocks and safeties related to point-of-operation protection must be
coordinated with the related automation equipment and software programming.

NOTE: Coordination of safeties and mechanical/electrical interlocks for point-of-
operation protection is outside the scope of the Function Block Library, System User
Guide, or other implementation referenced in this documentation.

Start-up and Test
Before using electrical control and automation equipment for regular operation after
installation, the system should be given a start-up test by qualified personnel to verify
correct operation of the equipment. It is important that arrangements for such a check are
made and that enough time is allowed to perform complete and satisfactory testing.

WARNING
EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD
• Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.
• Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary holding

means used for shipment from all component devices.
• Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.
Failure to follow these instructions can result in death, serious injury, or equipment
damage.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future references.

Software testing must be done in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and temporary grounds that
are not installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in
the U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow
recommendations in equipment documentation to prevent accidental equipment damage.

Before energizing equipment:
• Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.
• Close the equipment enclosure door.
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• Remove all temporary grounds from incoming power lines.
• Perform all start-up tests recommended by the manufacturer.

Operation and Adjustments
The following precautions are from the NEMA Standards Publication ICS 7.1-1995 (English
version prevails):

• Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

• It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with
the equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical
equipment.

• Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be
accessible to the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent
unauthorized changes in operating characteristics.
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About the Book

About the Book

Document Scope
This document describes the function blocks of the Modicon Libraries – Gas Flow
Calculation Library. In addition to function and representation of the function blocks, the
input and output parameters are described. Further, the calculation theories that form the
basis of the function blocks are explained.

Users are supposed to have a good working knowledge in employment of Control Expert.

Validity Note
Modicon Libraries – Gas Flow Calculation Library 2021 supports Control Expert V15.0 or
later.

This library is compatible with the following hardware platforms:
• Quantum
• M340
• M580

Related Documents
Title of Documentation Reference Number

EcoStruxure™ Control Expert Program Languages
and Structure Reference Manual

T002683578

You can download these technical publications and other technical information from our
website at www.se.com/ww/en/download/ .
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Product Related Information

WARNING
LOSS OF CONTROL

Review potential failure modes of the control paths for critical control functions.

Provide a means to achieve a safe state during and after a path failure.

Provide separate or redundant control paths for critical control functions.

Review the implications of transmission delays or failure of communication links.

Apply local accident prevention and safety regulations and guidelines. 1

Test each implementation of this library for proper operation before placing it into service.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death, serious injury, or equipment
damage.

1 For additional information, refer to NEMA ICS 1.1 (latest edition), Safety Guidelines for the
Application, Installation, and Maintenance of Solid State Control and to NEMA ICS 7.1
(latest edition), Safety Standards for Construction and Guide for Selection, Installation and
Operation of Adjustable-Speed Drive Systems or their equivalent governing your particular
location.

The application of this product requires expertise in the design and operation of control
systems.

WARNING
UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Allow only authorized personnel with such expertise to program, install, alter, and apply
this product.

Follow local and national safety codes and standards.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death, serious injury, or equipment
damage.

Examples in this manual are given for information only.
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WARNING
UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Adapt examples that are given in this manual to the specific functions and safety
requirements of your industrial application when you implement them.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death, serious injury, or equipment
damage.
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General Information
What’s in This Part

Block Types and their Applications ............................................16
Availability of the Blocks on Different Hardware
Platforms.................................................................................24

Introduction

This part contains general information on the Modicon Libraries – Flow Calculation library.
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Block Types and their Applications
What’s in This Chapter

Block Types.............................................................................16
FFB Structure ..........................................................................17
EN and ENO............................................................................20

Overview
This chapter describes the different block types and their applications.

Block Types

Block Types

Different block types are used in Control Expert. The general term for the block types is
Function and Function Block (FFB).

There are the following types of blocks:
• Elementary Function (EF)
• Elementary Function Block (EFB)
• Derived Function Block (DFB)
• Procedure
NOTE: Motion Function Blocks are not available on the Quantum platform.

Elementary Function

Elementary functions (EF) have no internal status and one output only. If the input values
are the same, the output value is the same for the executions of the function, for example
the addition of two values gives the same result at every execution.

An elementary function is represented in the graphical languages (FBD and LD) as a block
frame with inputs and an output. The inputs are represented on the left and the outputs on
the right of the block frame. The name of the function, that is the function type, is shown in
the center of the block frame.

The number of inputs can be increased with some elementary functions.
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Elementary Function Block

Elementary function blocks (EFB) have an internal status. If the inputs have the same
values, the value on the outputs can have another value during the individual executions.
For example, with a counter, the value on the output is incremented.

An elementary function block is represented in the graphical languages (FBD and LD) as a
block frame with inputs and outputs. The inputs are represented on the left and the outputs
on the right of the block frame. The name of the function block, that is the function block
type, is shown in the center of the block frame. The instance name is displayed above the
block frame.

Derived Function Block

Derived function blocks (DFBs) have the same properties as elementary function blocks.
They are created by the user in the programming languages FBD, LD, IL and/or ST.

Procedure

Procedures are functions with several outputs. They have no internal state.

The only difference from elementary functions is that procedures can have more than one
output and they support variables of the VAR_IN_OUT data type.

Procedures do not return a value.

Procedures are a supplement to IEC 61131-3 and needs to be enabled explicitly.

There is no visual difference between procedures and elementary functions.

FFB Structure

Structure

Each FFB is made up of an operation (name of the FFB), the operands are required for the
operation (formal and actual parameters) and an instance name for elementary/derived
function blocks.
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Call of a function block in the FBD programming language:

CAUTION
UNEXPECTED APPLICATION BEHAVIOR

Do not call the same block instance more than once within a controller cycle.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury or equipment damage.

Formal call of a function block in the ST programming language:
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Operation

The operation determines which function is to be executed with the FFB, e.g. shift register,
conversion operations.

Operand

The operand specifies what the operation is to be executed with. With FFBs, this consists of
formal and actual parameters.

Formal/actual parameters

Inputs and outputs are required to transfer values to or from an FFB. These are called
formal parameters.

Objects are linked to formal parameters; these objects contain the current process states.
They are called actual parameters.

At program runtime, the values from the process are transferred to the FFB via the actual
parameters and then output again after processing.

The data type of the actual parameters has to match the data type of the input/output (formal
parameters). The only exceptions are generic inputs/outputs whose data type is determined
by the actual parameter. If the actual parameters consist of literals, a suitable data type is
selected for the function block.

FFB Call in IL/ST

In text languages IL and ST, FFBs can be called in formal and in informal form. Details can
be found in the Reference manual.

Example of a formal function call:
out:=LIMIT (MN:=0, IN:=var1, MX:=5);

Example of an informal function call:
out:=LIMIT (0, var1, 5);

NOTE: The use of EN and ENO is only possible for formal calls.

VAR_IN_OUT variable

FFBs are often used to read a variable at an input (input variables), to process it and to
output the altered values of the same variable (output variables).

This special type of input/output variable is also called a VAR_IN_OUT variable.
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The input and output variable are linked in the graphic languages (FBD and LD) using a line
showing that they belong together.

Function block with VAR_IN_OUT variable in FBD:

Function block with VAR_IN_OUT variable in ST:
MY_EXAMP1 (IN1:=Input1, IN2:=Input2, IO1:=Comb_IN_OUT,

OUT1=>Output1, OUT2=>Output2);

Consider the following points when using FFBs with VAR_IN_OUT variables:
• Assign a variable to the VAR_IN_OUT inputs.
• Literals or constants cannot be assigned to VAR_IN_OUT inputs/outputs.

The following additional limitations apply to the graphic languages (FBD and LD):
• When using graphic connections, VAR_IN_OUT outputs can only be connected with

VAR_IN_OUT inputs.
• Only one graphical link can be connected to a VAR_IN_OUT input/output.
• Different variables/variable components can be connected to the VAR_IN_OUT input

and the VAR_IN_OUT output. In this case the value of the variables/variable component
on the input is copied to the output variables/variable component.

• No negations can be used on VAR_IN_OUT inputs/outputs.
• A combination of variable/address and graphic connections is not possible for VAR_IN_

OUT outputs.

EN and ENO

Description

An EN input and an ENO output can be configured for the FFBs.

If the value of EN is equal to "0" when the FFB is invoked, the algorithms defined by the FFB
are not executed and ENO is set to "0".

If the value of EN is equal to "1" when the FFB is invoked, the algorithms defined by the FFB
will be executed. After the algorithms have been executed successfully, the value of ENO is
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set to "1". In case of a detected error during the execution of these algorithms, ENO is set to
"0".

If the EN pin is not assigned a value, when the FFB is invoked, the algorithm defined by the
FFB is executed (same as if EN equals to "1"), Please refer to Maintain output links on
disabled EF.

If the algorithms are executed successfully, then value of ENO is set to "1", else ENO is set to
"0".

If ENO is set to "0" (caused by EN=0 or a detected error condition during execution or
unsuccessful algorithm execution):

• Function blocks
◦ EN/ENO handling with function blocks that (only) have one link as an output

parameter:

If EN from FunctionBlock_1 is set to "0", the output connection OUT from
FunctionBlock_1 retains the status it had in the last correctly executed cycle.

◦ EN/ENO handling with function blocks that have one variable and one link as output
parameters:

If EN from FunctionBlock_1 is set to "0", the output connection OUT from
FunctionBlock_1 retains the status it had in the last correctly executed cycle. The
variable OUT1 on the same pin, either retains its previous status or can be changed
externally without influencing the connection. The variable and the link are saved
independently of each other.

• Functions/Procedures
As defined in IEC61131-3, the outputs from deactivated functions (EN-input set to "0") is
undefined. (The same applies to procedures.)
Here is an explanation of the output status in this case:
◦ EN/ENO handling with functions/procedures that (only) have one link as an output

parameter:
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If EN from Function/Procedure_1 is set to "0", the output connection OUT from
Function/Procedure_1 retains the status it had in the previous correctly
executed cycle.

◦ EN/ENO handling with function blocks that have one variable and one link as output
parameters:

If EN from Function/Procedure_1 is set to "0", the output connection OUT from
Function/Procedure_1 retains the status it had in the last correctly executed
cycle. The variable OUT1 on the same pin, either retains its previous status or can be
changed externally without influencing the connection. The variable and the link are
saved independently of each other.

The output behavior of the FFBs does not depend on whether the FFBs are called up
without EN/ENO or with EN=1.

Conditional/Unconditional FFB Call

"Unconditional" or "conditional" calls are possible with each FFB. The condition is realized
by pre-linking the input EN.

• EN connected
conditional calls (the FFB is only processed if EN = 1)

• EN shown, hidden, and marked TRUE, or shown and not occupied
unconditional calls (The FFB is processed independently of the value EN)
NOTE: For disabled function blocks (EN = 0) with an internal time function (e.g. DELAY),
time seems to keep running, since it is calculated with the help of a system clock and is
therefore independent of the program cycle and the release of the block.

CAUTION
UNEXPECTED APPLICATION EQUIPMENT

Do not disable function blocks with internal time function during their operation.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury or equipment damage.
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IL and ST

The use of EN and ENO is only possible in the text languages for a formal FFB call, e.g.
MY_BLOCK (EN:=enable, IN1:=var1, IN2:=var2,
ENO=>error, OUT1=>result1, OUT2=>result2);

Assigning the variables to ENO needs to be done with the operator =>.

With an informal call, EN and ENO cannot be used.
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Availability of the Blocks on Different
Hardware Platforms

What’s in This Chapter

Control Expert: Availability of Blocks on Various Hardware
Platforms.................................................................................24

Introduction
You can use the Modicon Libraries – Gas Flow Calculation Library with Control Expert only.
This chapter contains information on the availability of the function blocks on different
hardware platforms.

Control Expert: Availability of Blocks on Various
Hardware Platforms

Introduction

You can use the Modicon Libraries – Gas Flow Calculation Library with Control Expert only.

Related Documents

For further details on how to use EFBs with Control Expert (for example EN and ENO),
please refer to the respective documentation.

Block Availability

Block availability by hardware platform can be found in the following table:

Function Block
Family Name

Block Name Block Type M340 Quantum M580

AGA AGA3 EFB + + +

AGA5 EFB + + +

AGA7 EFB + + +

AGA8 EFB + + +

AGA9 EFB + + +
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Function Block
Family Name

Block Name Block Type M340 Quantum M580

AGA11 EFB + + +

VCONE EFB + + +

API API_C11_1 EFB + + +

API_C11_2 EFB + + +

API2540CTL EFB + + +

API2540CPL EFB + + +

Flow_Calcs_
Extensions

TOTALS EFB + + +

TOTALS_UDA EFB + + +

MULTIPLIER EFB + + +
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What’s in This Part

AGA3: Orifice Meter Gas Calculation.........................................27
AGA5: Calculation of Gross Heating Value, Relative Density
and Compressibility Factor for Natural Gas Mixtures ..................44
AGA7: Turbine Meter Gas Calculation .......................................56
AGA8: Compressibility Factor Calculation of Natural Gas and
Related Hydrocarbon Gases.....................................................68
AGA9: Ultrasonic Meter Gas Calculation ...................................77
AGA11: Coriolis Meter Gas Calculation......................................89
VCONE: V-Cone Meter Gas Volumes...................................... 101

Introduction

This part contains the EFB descriptions of the AGA family.

These modules do not reflect any specific installation.

WARNING
MISAPPLICATION OF FUNCTION BLOCKS

Before adopting these function blocks for use in a specific application, you must:
• Conduct a safety analysis for the application and equipment installed.
• Verify that the selected function blocks are appropriate for the equipment or function in

the installation.
• Supply appropriate parameters, particularly for limits.
• Check that all sensors and actuators are compatible with the selected function blocks.
• Verify that all functions of the selected function blocks work properly during verification

and commissioning.
• Provide independent paths for critical control functions (emergency stop, over-limit

conditions, etc.) according to the safety analysis and applicable codes, and
regulations.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death, serious injury, or equipment
damage.
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AGA3: Orifice Meter Gas Calculation
What’s in This Chapter

Block Description .....................................................................27
Calculation Theory ...................................................................33

Introduction
This chapter describes the AGA3 EFB.

Block Description

Introduction

This section provides a brief and a detailed description of the AGA3 EFB.

Brief Description

Function Description

This AGA3 Orifice Meter Gas Calculation function uses the reporting standard for the AGA
Report #3 (1995). The function calculates a gas volume using orifice plate equipment along
with a set of input meters for temperature, pressure and differential pressure. The
calculation block also requires a list of input constants and provides the required outputs to
meet the reporting standard. Some of the input constants can be created from other function
blocks, such as from AGA8, while others can be manually entered or downloaded from a
host SCADA system. See below for examples and the list of inputs and outputs.

The additional parameters EN and ENO can be configured.

Complementary Functions

Other function blocks complement this function when used in conjunction with the AGA3
block:

• The AGA8 can be used to calculate the compressibility factor of natural gas and related
hydrocarbon gases.

• The TOTALS and TOTAL_UDA function blocks can be used to total the volume flow rate
output from AGA3.
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Representation in FBD

Representation in LD

AGA3

DPDiff_Pressure

TBASEBase_Temp

QM

PDF

Mass_Flow_Rate

Pipe_Dia

TFLOWTemperature

ODF

Vol_Flow_Rate

Pressure

Base_Pres

Parameters

Compressibility

Compressibility

Density

Density

Units

Timebase

PFLOW

PBASE

PARA

ZFLOW

ZBASE

DFLOW

DBASE

UNITS

TIMEBASE

Orif_Dia

QB

Beta_Ratio

Conv_Factor

Orif_Co_efficient

Velocity_approach_Factor

Expansion_Factor

Reynolds_Number

Flow_Pres_Upstr_absol

BETA

CF

CD

EV

Y

RN

PFU

AGA3

DPDiff_Pressure

TBASEBase_Temp

QM

PDF

Mass_Flow_Rate

Pipe_Dia

TFLOWTemperature

ODF

Vol_Flow_Rate

Pressure

Base_Pres

Parameters

Compressibility

Compressibility

Density

Density

Units

Timebase

PFLOW

PBASE

PARA

ZFLOW

ZBASE

DFLOW

DBASE

UNITS

TIMEBASE

Orif_Dia

QB

Beta_Ratio

Conv_Factor

Orif_Co_efficient

Velocity_approach_Factor

Expansion_Factor

Reynolds_Number

Flow_Pres_Upstr_absol

BETA

CF

CD

EV

Y

RN

PFU

EN ENO
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Representation in IL

CAL AGA3_Instance (DP, TFLOW, PFLOW, TBASE, PBASE, PARA, ZFLOW, ZBASE,
DFLOW, DBASE, UNITS, TIMEBASE, QM, QB, ODF, PDF, BETA, CF, CD, EV, Y, RN, PFU)

Representation in ST

AGA3_Instance (DP, TFLOW, PFLOW, TBASE, PBASE, PARA, ZFLOW, ZBASE, DFLOW,
DBASE, UNITS, TIMEBASE, QM, QB, ODF, PDF, BETA, CF, CD, EV, Y, RN, PFU);

Parameter Description

For a definition of each parameter’s units, refer to Constants, page 40.
NOTE: The defined (default) value will be used, if the input constant is configured with a
wrong value. Use correct constant value to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Enter correct constant value.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table describes the AGA3 input parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

DP REAL Differential Pressure meter inches H2O kPag

TFLOW REAL FLOWing Temperature meter °F °C

PFLOW REAL FLOWing Pressure meter psia kPaa

TBASE REAL BASE Temperature °F °C

PBASE REAL BASE Pressure (If PBASE is using
absolute pressure, then PATMOS has to
be set to 0.0.)

psia kPaa

PARA Para_AGA3 AGA3 input attributes (see type description
below for more details)

- -

ZFLOW REAL ZFLOW (from AGA8) - -

ZBASE REAL ZBASE (from AGA8) - -

DFLOW REAL Flowing density (DFLOW) (from AGA8) lbm/ft3 kg/m3
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Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

DBASE REAL Base density (DBASE) (from AGA8) lbm/ft3 kg/m3

UNITS INT UNITS (0=SI Metric in (e3m3/timebase),
1=US (default) in (smcf/timebase), 2=(m3/
timebase), 3=(ft3/timebase))

- -

TIMEBASE UINT TIMEBASE for output (0=hourly, 1=daily
(default))

- -

The parameters ZFLOW, ZBASE, DFLOW and DBASE are directly linked to the
correspondent pins of AGA8.

The following table describes the AGA3 output parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

QM REAL Mass flow rate at flowing temperature & pressure
conditions (T&P)

lbm/hr kg/hr

QB REAL volume flow rate at base temperature & pressure
conditions (T&P)

ft3/hr m3/hr

ODF REAL Orifice Diameter at Flowing T&P inches mm

PDF REAL Pipe Diameter at Flowing T&P inches mm

BETA REAL BETA ratio at flowing T&P - -

CF REAL Conversion Factor - -

CD REAL orifice Discharge Coefficient - -

EV REAL Velocity of approach factor - -

Y REAL expansion factor - -

RN REAL Reynolds Number - -

PFU REAL Flowing Pressure Upstream (absolute) (to AGA8
PF)

psia kPaa

Definition of Terms

The following table contains the definition of terms:
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Term Definition

kPaa kilopascals atmospheric

kPag kilopascals gauge

psia pounds-force/sq. in atmospheric

psig pounds-force/sq. in gauge

Viscosity lb-m/ft-s = 0.0000069 as per standard

Specific Heat Ratio k = 1.3

Type Description

The following table describes the AGA3 input attributes for Para_AGA3:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

PIPEID REAL PIPE Inside Diameter inches mm

ORIFSIZE REAL ORIFice SIZE inches mm

TREF REAL REFerence Temperature °F °C

TAPS INT 1=upstream (default), 2=downstream - -

PIPEMAT INT PIPE MATerial 1=CarbonSteel (default), 2=
Steel304, 3=Steel316, 4=Monel

- -

ORIFMAT INT ORIFice MATerial 1=CarbonSteel, 2=Steel304, 3=
Steel316 (default), 4=Monel

- -

PATMOS REAL ATMOspheric Pressure (If PBASE is using
absolute pressure, then PATMOS has to be set to
0.0.)

psia kPaa
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Detailed Description

Example

This is an example of using AGA3 Orifice Meter Gas Calculation with AGA8 and the Totalizer
function block:

NOTE: Create a variable for using the AGA3 (PFU) output as AGA8 (PF) input.

AGA3

DPDiff_Pressure

TBASEBase_Temp

QM

PDF

Mass_Flow_Rate

Pipe_Dia

TFLOWTemperature

ODF

Vol_Flow_Rate

Pressure

Base_Pres

Parameters

Compressibility

Compressibility

Density

Density

Units

Timebase

PFLOW

PBASE

PARA

ZFLOW

ZBASE

DFLOW

DBASE

UNITS

TIMEBASE

Orif_Dia

QB

Beta_Ratio

Conv_Factor

Orif_Co_efficient

Velocity_approach_Factor

Expansion_Factor

Reynolds_Number

Flow_Pres_Upstr_absol

BETA

CF

CD

EV

Y

RN

PFU

AGA8

TFLOW

TBASE

ZFLOW

FPV

PF

DBASE

PBASE

ANALYSIS
UNITS

ZBASE

ANALTOT

ERRORS

DFLOW

TOTALS

VALUE

RTDUR

TOTAL

CDTOTAL

RTRST

DAYRST

TIMEBASE

TOTALHRS

PDTOTAL

FLOWHRS
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Calculation Theory

Introduction

This section contains the calculation theory the AGA3 function block is based upon.

General

Purpose

This calculation theory contains the proposed calculations for concentric, square-edged
orifice meters used in natural gas applications.

Terms of Reference

The equations in this chapter are based on the Manual of Petroleum Measurement
Standards, Chapter 14, Section 3, Part 3, Third Edition, August 1992.

This AGA3 function block handles the volume and mass flow calculations for a natural gas
fluid. For a given square edged flanged tap orifice meter, AGA3 calculates the flow rate of
natural gas determined at flowing and base temperature/pressure conditions.

Base Conditions (Pb, Tb)

The base conditions for the flow measurement of natural gases are defined in the United
States in customary (USC) units as a pressure of 14.73 pounds per square inch absolute
(101.560 kilopascals) at a temperature of 60.0°F (15.56°C ). According to the International
Standards Organization, base conditions are defined as a pressure of 14.696 pounds per
square inch absolute (101.325 kilopascals) at a temperature of 59°F (15.0°C).

Flow Measurement Equation

Practical Equation 1995

The practical orifice meter flow equation used in this document is a simplified form that
combines the numerical constants and conversion constants in a unit conversion factor (N1).
The mass flow rate at flowing conditions can be calculated using the following equation:
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The volumetric flow rate at base (standard) conditions can be calculated using the following
equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

qm mass flow rate.

N1 unit conversion factor.

Cd orifice plate coefficient of discharge.

Ev velocity of approach factor.

Y expansion factor.

d orifice plate bore diameter calculated at flowing temperature (Tf).

ρt,p density of the fluid at flowing conditions (Pf, Tf).

ΔP orifice differential pressure.

ρb density of the fluid at base conditions.

Velocity of Approach Factor (Ev)

The velocity of approach factor Ev is calculated as follows:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

d orifice plate bore diameter calculated at flowing temperature (Tf).

D meter tube internal diameter calculated at flowing conditions (Tf).
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Orifice Plate Bore Diameter (d)

The orifice plate bore diameter d is defined as the diameter at flowing conditions and can be
calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

α1 linear coefficient of thermal expansion for the orifice plate material.

d orifice plate bore diameter calculated at flowing temperature (Tf).

dr reference orifice plate bore diameter at Tr.

Tf temperature of the fluid at flowing conditions.

Tr reference temperature of the orifice plate bore diameter.

Meter Tube Internal Diameter (D)

The meter tube internal diameter D is defined as the diameter at flowing conditions and can
be calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

α2 linear coefficient of thermal expansion for the meter tube material.

D meter tube internal diameter calculated at flowing temperature (Tf).

Dr reference meter tube internal diameter at Tr.

Tf temperature of the fluid at flowing conditions.

Tr reference temperature of the meter tube internal diameter.

Discharge Coefficient (Cd)

The concentric, square-edged, flanged tapped orifice meter coefficient of discharge Cd is
defined as follows:
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Also,

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

β diameter ratio d/D.

Cd(FT) coefficient of discharge at a specified Reynolds number for flanged tapped
orifice meter.

Ci(FT) coefficient of discharge at infinite pipe Reynolds number for flanged tapped
orifice meter.

Ci(CT) coefficient of discharge at infinite pipe Reynolds number for corner-tapped
orifice meter.

d orifice plate bore diameter calculated at Tf.

D meter tube internal diameter calculated at Tf.

e Napierian constant (= 2.71828).

L1 dimensionless correction for tap location (= L2 = N4/D for flange taps).
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Where the Symbol ... is the ...

N4 value 1.0 when D is in inches,

value 25.4 when D is in millimeters.

ReD pipe Reynolds number.

Reynolds Number (ReD)

Pipe Reynolds number is used as the correlating parameter to represent the change in the
orifice plate coefficient of discharge Cd with reference to the fluid’s mass flow rate, the fluid
density, and the fluid viscosity. The pipe Reynolds number can be calculated using the
following equation:

The following equation is a more simplified form that combines the numerical constants and
unit conversion constants:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

D meter tube internal diameter calculated at Tf.

μ absolute viscosity of fluid.

N2 unit conversion factor.

π universal constant 3.14159.

qm mass flow rate.

ReD pipe Reynolds number.
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Upstream Expansion Factor (Y1)

The upstream expansion factor requires determination of the upstream static pressure, the
diameter ratio, and the isentropic exponent. If the absolute static pressure is taken at the
upstream differential pressure tap, then the value of the expansion factor Y1shall be
calculated as follows:

When the upstream static pressure is measured,

When the downstream static pressure is measured,

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

ΔP orifice differential pressure.

k isentropic exponent.

N3 unit conversion factor.

Pf1 absolute static pressure at the upstream pressure tap.

Pf2 absolute static pressure at the downstream pressure tap.

x1 ratio of differential pressure to absolute static pressure at the upstream tap.

x1/k upstream acoustic ratio.

Y1 expansion factor based on the absolute static pressure measured at the
upstream tap.
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Downstream Expansion Factor (Y2)

The downstream expansion factor requires determination of the downstream static
pressure, the upstream static pressure, the downstream compressibility factor, the upstream
compressibility factor, the diameter ratio, and the isentropic exponent. The value of the
downstream expansion factor Y2 shall be calculated using the following equation:

Or

When the upstream static pressure is measured,

When the downstream static pressure is measured,

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

ΔP orifice differential pressure.

k isentropic exponent.

N3 unit conversion factor.

Pf1 absolute static pressure at the upstream pressure tap.

Pf2 absolute static pressure at the downstream pressure tap.

x1 ratio of differential pressure to absolute static pressure at the upstream tap.

x1/k upstream acoustic ratio.

Y1 expansion factor based on the absolute static pressure measured at the
upstream tap.

Y2 expansion factor based on the absolute static pressure measured at the
downstream tap.
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Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Zf1 fluid compressibility at the upstream pressure tap.

Zf2 fluid compressibility at the downstream pressure tap.

Constants

Unit Conversion Constants and Universal Constants

Depending on the system of measurement, this contains the measurements units of the unit
conversion constants and the values of the universal constants:

Variables USC IP Metric SI

dm, Dm, dr, Dr, d, D in Ft Mm m

P1, P2, Pf, Pb psia psia bar Pa

ΔP in H2O at 60ºF in H2O at 60ºF millibar Pa

ρt,p, ρb lbm/ft3 lbm/ft3 kg/m3 kg/m3

qm lbm/hr lbm/hr kg/hr kg/s

qv, Qb ft3/hr ft3/hr m3/hr m3/s

Tf, Tb, Tr ºF ºF ºC ºK

α1, α2 in/in-ºF ft/ft-ºF mm/mm-ºC mm/mm-ºK

μ cP

0.010 268

lbm/ft-s

0.000 006 9

cP

0.010 268

Pa-s

0.010 268 x 10-3

R 10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

0.083 145 1

bar-m3/kmol-ºC

8 314.51

J/kmol-ºK

Mr air 28.962 5

lb/lbmol

28.962 5

lb/lbmol

28.962 5

kg/kmol

28.962 5

kg/kmol

Nc 323.279 46 552.1 0.036 000 0 1.0

NIc 6.235 82 x 10-4 0.077 332 7 0.100 000 1.0

N1 3.232 790 x 102 4.655 210 x 104 3.600 x 10-2 1.0

N2 6.235 82 x 10-4 0.077 332 7 0.100 000 1.0

N3 27.707 0 27.707 1 000.00 1.0

N4 1.0 0.083 333 33 25.4 0.025 4

N5 459.67 459.67 273.15 0.0

Tr 68ºF 68ºF 20ºC 293.15ºK
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Variables USC IP Metric SI

π 3.141 59 3.141 59 3.141 59 3.141 59

k 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3

Universal Alloy Constants

The following table contains the values of the universal alloy constants:

Variables Carbon Steel 304 or 316 Stainless Monel Hastelloy C

α1, α2 in/in-ºF 0.000 006 20 0.000 009 25 0.000 007 95 0.000 006 3

α1, α2 mm/mm-ºC 0.000 011 16 0.000 016 65 0.000 014 30 0.000 011 3

Calculation Block Mapping

Meter Run Configuration Inputs

The following table contains the meter run configuration inputs and their corresponding
symbols or ranges:

Input Symbol/Range

Selected units for the calculation • USC units
• IP units (future)
• metric units (future)
• SI units

Orifice plate referenced or measured diameter
NOTE: This should be an operator data entry as it will
be changed from time to time.

dr, dm

Orifice referenced or measured temperature Tr, Tm

Orifice plate material • Carbon steel
• Type 304 and 316 stainless steels
• Monel
• Hastelloy C

Pipe referenced or measured diameter Dr, Dm

Pipe referenced or measured temperature Tr, Tm

Pipe material • Carbon steel
• Type 304 and 316 stainless steels
• Monel
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Input Symbol/Range

• Hastelloy C

Static pressure tap location • upstream
• downstream

Pressure base Pb

Temperature base Tb

Atmospheric pressure Pbar

Meter factor MF

Variable Inputs

The following table contains the variable inputs and their corresponding symbols:

Input Symbol

Flowing temperature Tf

Flowing static pressure Pf

Flowing differential pressure hw

Compressibility factor at base conditions Zb

Compressibility factor at flowing conditions Zf

Density at base conditions ρb

Density at flowing conditions ρt,p

Calculated Outputs

The following table contains the calculated outputs and their corresponding symbols:

Input Symbol

Orifice diameter at flowing temperature d

Pipe diameter at flowing temperature D

Beta factor β

Conversion factor N1

Orifice coefficient of discharge Cd

Velocity of approach factor Ev
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Input Symbol

Expansion factor Y

Pipe Reynolds number ReD

Flowing mass qm

Volume flow rate at base conditions Qv

Calculation Approach

Procedure

The general outline of the solution procedure for flange-tapped orifice meters is as follows:

Step Action

1 At flowing temperature, calculate the terms that depend only upon orifice geometry:
• orifice diameter d
• pipe diameter D
• beta β
• velocity of approach factor Ev

2 Calculate the upstream flowing pressure Pf.

3 Calculate the coefficient of discharge Cd.

4 Calculate the expansion factor Y.

5 Calculate the mass flow rate qm.

6 Calculate the volume flow rate at flowing conditions.

7 Calculate the volume flow rate at base conditions.
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AGA5: Calculation of Gross Heating Value,
Relative Density and Compressibility Factor
for Natural Gas Mixtures

What’s in This Chapter

Block Description .....................................................................44
Calculation Theory ...................................................................49

Introduction
This chapter describes the AGA5 EFB.

Block Description

Introducon

This section provides a brief and a detailed description of the AGA5 EFB.

Brief Description

Function Description

The equations in this chapter are based on the Report #5 (March 2002). This standard is
also known as API MPMS Chapter 14.5.

The standard handles the proposed calculations to determine gross heat content of dry or
saturated natural gas mixtures on a volumetric basis.

The calculation block also requires a list of input constants and provides the required
outputs to meet the reporting standard. Some of the input constants can be created from
other function blocks, such as from AGA8, while others can be manually entered or
downloaded from a host SCADA system. See below for examples and the list of inputs and
outputs.

The additional parameters EN and ENO can be configured.
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Complementary Functions

Other function blocks complement this function when used in conjunction with the AGA5
block:

• The AGA8 can be used to calculate the compressibility factor of natural gas and related
hydrocarbon gases.

• The TOTALS and the TOTALS_UDA function blocks can be used to total the volume flow
rate output from AGA5.

Representation in FBD

Representation in LD

Representation in IL

CAL AGA5_Instance (TBASE, PBASE, ZBASE, ANALYSIS, UNITS, METHOD, HV_DRY,
HV_SAT, ANALTOT)
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Representation in ST

AGA5_Instance (TBASE, PBASE, ZBASE, ANALYSIS, UNITS, METHOD, HV_DRY, HV_
SAT, ANALTOT)

Parameter Description

For a definition of each parameters units, refer to, Unit Conversion Constants and Universal
Constants, page 53 .

NOTE: The defined (default) value will be used, if the input constant is configured with a
wrong value. Use correct constant value to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Enter correct constant value.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table describes the AGA5 input parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

TBASE REAL BASE Temperature °F °C

PBASE REAL BASE Pressure psia kPaa

ZBASE REAL Z BASE (from AGA8 or manually enterd,
AGA5 method)

lbm/ft3 kg/m3

ANALYSIS Analysis_
AGA8

Gas ANALYSIS structure (see type
description Analysis table below for
more details)

- -

UNITS INT UNITS (0=SI metric in, 1=US (default) - -

METHOD INT 1=AGA5, 2=AGA8 1992 method (default) - -

The following table describes the AGA5 output parameters:
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Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

HV_DRY REAL Heating Value (DRY) btu/ft3 MJ/m3

HV_SAT REAL Heating Value (SATurated) btu/ft3 MJ/m3

ANALTOT REAL ANALysis TOTal (should add up to 1.0) - -

Definition of Terms

The following table contains the definition of terms:

Term Definition

Units NOTE: (the output units are relative to the input unit types) MCF/hr
[in] = MCF/hr[out]

or

pulses/lbm[in] = lbm/time[out]

kPaa kilopascals atmospheric

kPag kilopascals gauge

psia pounds-force/sq. in atmospheric

psig pounds-force/sq. in gauge

Viscosity lb-m/ft-s = 0.0000069 as per standard

Specific heat ratio k = 1.3

Type Description

The following table describes the AGA5 input structure for Analysis:

Component Data Type Description Range

n2 REAL nitrogen 0 - 1.00

co2 REAL carbon dioxide 0 - 1.00

h2s REAL hydrogen sulfide 0 - 1.00

c1 REAL methane 0 - 1.00

c2 REAL ethane 0 - 1.00

c3 REAL propane 0 - 0.12

ic4 REAL isobutane 0 - 0.06
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Component Data Type Description Range

nc4 REAL n-butane 0 - 0.06

ic5 REAL isopentane 0 - 0.04

nc5 REAL n-pentane 0 - 0.04

c6 REAL n-hextane 0 - 0.10

c7 REAL n-heptane 0 - 0.10

c8 REAL n-octane 0 - 0.10

c9 REAL n-nonane 0 - 0.10

c10 REAL n-decane 0 - 0.10

he REAL helium 0 - 0.30

ar REAL argon 0 - 1.00

h2o REAL water 0 - 0.10

h REAL hydrogen 0 - 1.00

o REAL oxygen 0 - 0.21

co REAL carbon monoxide 0 - 0.03

Detailed Description

Example

This is an example of using AGA5 volume calculation with AGA8 function block.
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Calculation Theory

Introduction

This section contains the calculation theory the AGA5 function block is based upon.

General

Purpose

This document contains the proposed calculations to determine gross heat content as dry or
saturated on a volumetric basis.

Terms of Reference

The equations in this chapter are based on API MPMS 14.5 - Calculation of Gross Heating
Value, Relative Density and Compressibility Factor of Natural Gas Mixtures From
Compositional Analysis which is the new name for the AGA Report #5, reaffirmed in March
2002.

Base Conditions (Pb, Tb)

The base conditions for the flow measurement of natural gases are defined in the United
States in customary (USC) units is a pressure of 14.73 pounds per square inch absolute
(101.560 kilopascals) at a temperature 60.0°F (15.56 °C ).

According to the International Standards Organization, base conditions are defined as a
pressure of 14.696 pounds per square inch absolute (101.325 kilopascals) at a temperature
of 59°F (15.0 °C)

Flow Measurement Equations

Flow Rate at Flowing Conditions

The calculation of the flow rate at flowing conditions depends on the meter type. The meters
are distinguished according to the following output types:

• pulse output
• frequency output
• analog output
• volume output
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The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with pulse output can be calculated
using the following equation:

The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with frequency output can be
calculated using the following equation:

The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with analog output can be
calculated using the following equation:

The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with volume output can be
calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Qf flow rate at flowing conditions.

KF / K factor meter K factor in pulses per unit volume.

Cuf units conversion factor.

Flow Rate at Base Conditions

The volumetric flow rate at base (standard) conditions can be calculated using the following
equation:
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Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Qf flow rate at flowing conditions.

Pf absolute pressure at flowing conditions.

Pb absolute pressure at base conditions.

Tf absolute temperature at flowing conditions.

Tb absolute temperature at base conditions.

Zf compressibility of gas at flowing conditions.

Zb compressibility of gas at base conditions.

Pressure Multiplier

The pressure multiplier can be calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Pf static gauge pressure of the fluid at flowing conditions.

Pbar atmospheric pressure.

Pb base or reference pressure.

Temperature Multiplier

The temperature multiplier can be calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Tf absolute temperature of the fluid at flowing conditions.

Tb absolute base temperature.
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Compressibility Multiplier

The compressibility multiplier can be calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Zf compressibility of gas at flowing conditions.

Zb compressibility of gas at base conditions.

These gas compressibility values may be determined from the AGA8 calculations.

Gas Energy Flow Rate

The gas energy flow rate can be calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Qf flow rate at flowing conditions.

Pf absolute pressure at flowing conditions.

Pb absolute pressure at base conditions.

Τf absolute temperature of the fluid at flowing conditions.

Tb absolute base temperature.

Zf compressibility of gas at flowing conditions.

Zb compressibility of gas at base conditions.

HV(Dry) gross heating value.

The following are included:
1. Calculation for determining the gas heating value when gas analysis has no water and

is reported as dry.
2. Calculation for determining the gas’s heating value when gas analysis contains water

as is known as saturated.
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Constants

Unit Conversion Constants and Universal Constants

Depending on the system of measurement, this contains the measurements units of the unit
conversion constants and the values of the universal constants:

Variables USC IP Metric SI

P1, P2, Pf, Pb psia psia bar Pa

Pt,p, Pb lbm/ft3 lbm/ft3 kg/m3 kg/m3

qm lbm/hr lbm/hr kg/hr kg/s

qv, Qb ft3/hr ft3/hr m3/hr m3/s

Tf, Tb, Tr, Pb ºF ºF ºC ºK

R 10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

0.083 145 1

bar-m3/kmol-ºC

8 314.51

J/kmol-ºK

Mr air 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5

Calculation Block Mapping

Variable Inputs

The following table contains the variable inputs and their corresponding symbols:

Input Symbol

Gas composition in mole fractions xi

Base temperature Tbase

Base pressure Pbase

Units selection 1 - Metric, 2 - USC

Z method selection 1- AGA5, 2 - AGA8

Calculated Outputs

The following table contains the calculated outputs and their corresponding symbols:
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Input Symbol

Gross heating value - dry basis HVid(dry)

Gross heating value - saturated basis HVid(sat)

General Calculation Approach

Procedure

The general outline of the solution procedure for linear meters is as follows:

Step Action

1 Determine the molecular mass of the gas mixture.

2 Determine the ideal relative density of the gas mixture.

3 Determine the compressibility factor at base conditions.

4 Determine the ideal gross heating value.

5 Determine the gross heating value (volumetric basis).

Key Equations

Notation

Symbol Description

Xi Mole fraction of a component

Mi Molar mass of a component

Gi Relative density of a component

HViid Ideal heating value of a component

Pb Pressure base

Tb Temperature base

Zb Compressibility factor at base conditions

Zi Component compressibility

Bi Summation factor

Xw Water fraction in the gas
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Density and Compressibility Factor for Natural Gas
Mixtures

Ideal Relative Density

1

2

Compressibility Factor

3

Ideal Gross Heating Value (Volumetric Basis)

4

5

6

NOTE: HV is the ideal gas heating value per unit volume.
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AGA7: Turbine Meter Gas Calculation
What’s in This Chapter

Block Description .....................................................................56
Calculation Theory ...................................................................61

Introduction
This chapter describes the AGA7 EFB.

Block Description

Introduction

This section provides a brief and a detailed description of the AGA7 EFB.

Brief Description

Function Description

This function is used to calculate turbine meter gas volumes for pulse, frequency and analog
types of inputs. It uses the AGA Report #7 (2002) standard. The calculation block also
requires a list of input constants and provides the required outputs to meet the reporting
standard. Some of the input constants can be created from other function blocks, such as
from AGA8, while others can be manually entered or downloaded from a host SCADA
system. See below for examples and the list of inputs and outputs.

The additional parameters EN and ENO can be configured.

Complementary Functions

Other function blocks complement this function when used in conjunction with the AGA7
block:

• The AGA8 can be used to calculate the compressibility factor of natural gas and related
hydrocarbon gases.

• The TOTALS and the TOTALS_UDA function blocks can be used to total the volume flow
rate output from AGA7.
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Representation in FBD

Representation in LD

Representation in IL

CAL AGA7_Instance (METER, PULSE, TFLOW, PFLOW, TBASE, PBASE, PARA, ZFLOW,
ZBASE, UNITS, TIMEBASE, QF, QB, PMR, TMR, ZMR, PFU)
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Representation in ST

AGA7_Instance (METER, PULSE, TFLOW, PFLOW, TBASE, PBASE, PARA, ZFLOW,
ZBASE, UNITS, TIMEBASE, QF, QB, PMR, TMR, ZMR, PFU);

Parameter Description

For a definition of each parameter’s units, refer to Constants, page 65.
NOTE: The defined (default) value will be used, if the input constant is configured with a
wrong value. Use correct constant value to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Enter correct constant value.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table describes the AGA7 input parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

METER REAL METER input (frequency or analog), see
MTYPE

units/time units/time

PULSE UDINT PULSE accumulator input (pulse), see MTYPE
and ROLLOVER

pulses/
time

pulses/
time

TFLOW REAL FLOWing Temperature meter °F °C

PFLOW REAL FLOWing Pressure meter psig kPag

TBASE REAL BASE Temperature °F °C

PBASE REAL BASE Pressure (If PBASE is using absolute
pressure, then PATMOS has to be set to 0.0.)

psia kPaa

PARA Para_AGA7 AGA7 input attributes (see type description
(Para_AGA7) table below for more details)

- -

ZFLOW REAL FLOWing compressibility factor (from AGA8) - -

ZBASE REAL BASE compressibility factor (from AGA8) - -
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Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

UNITS INT UNITS (0=SI Metric, 1=US (Default)) - -

TIMEBASE REAL TIME BASEd multiplier (0.0 or 1.0, no change
to output)

Example:

If the meter input is units/hour and this
multiplier is set to 24.0, then the output will be
units/day (hourly to daily).

If the meter input is units/day and the multiplier
is set to (1/24) 0.041666667, then the output
will be units/hour (daily to hourly).

- -

The following table describes the AGA7 output parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

QF REAL Flow rate instantaneous MCF/time km3/time

QB REAL flow rate at Base temperature & pressure
conditions

MCF/time km3/time

PMR REAL Pressure Multiplier Ratio - -

TMR REAL Temperature Multiplier Ratio - -

ZMR REAL compressibility Multiplier Ratio - -

PFU REAL Flowing Pressure Upstream (absolute) (to AGA8
PF)

psia kPaa

Definition of Terms

The following table contains the definition of terms:

Term Definition

kPaa kilopascals atmospheric

kPag kilopascals gauge

psia pounds-force/sq. in atmospheric

psig pounds-force/sq. in gauge

MCF/time 1000 cubic feet / hour OR 1000 cubic feet / day
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Type Description

The following table describes the AGA7 input attributes for Para_AGA7:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

MTYPE REAL Meter TYPE (1=pulse, 2=freq, 3=analog (default)) - -

MF REAL Meter correction Factor (for the meter types,
should be 1.0 or close to 1.0)

- -

KF REAL K Factor, pulses/unit volume (for pulse and
freqency meter types)

- -

PATMOS REAL ATMOspheric Pressure (If PBASE is using
absolute pressure, then PATMOS has to be set to
0.0)

psia kPaa

ROLLOVER UDINT pulse accumulator ROLLOVER value (If
ROLLOVER is 0, then rollover is at maximum
UDINT 4294967295.)

- -
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Detailed Description

Example

This is an example of using AGA7 Turbine Meter Gas Calculation with AGA8 and the
Totalizer function block:

NOTE: Create a variable for using the AGA7 (PFU) output as AGA8 (PF) input.

Calculation Theory

Introduction

The section contains the calculation theory the AGA7 function block is based upon.

AGA7

METERMeter_Input

TBASEBase_Temp

QF Inst_Flow_Rate

TFLOWTemperature Vol_Flow_Rate

Pressure

Base_Pres

Parameters

Compressibility

Compressibility

Units

Timebase

PFLOW

PBASE

PARA

ZFLOW

ZBASE

UNITS

TIMEBASE

QB

Pres_Multiplier_Ratio

Temp_Multiplier_Ratio

Compressibility_Ratio

PMR

TMR

ZMR

AGA8

TFLOW

TBASE

ZFLOW

FPV

PF

DBASE

PBASE

ANALYSIS
UNITS

ZBASE

ANALTOT

ERRORS

DFLOW

TOTALS

VALUE

RTDUR

TOTAL

CDTOTAL

RTRST

DAYRST

TIMEBASE

TOTALHRS

PDTOTAL

FLOWHRS
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General

Purpose

This calculation theory contains the proposed calculations for turbine meters or any other
linear meter (i.e. positive displacement, ultrasonic, coriolis, vortex shedding meter) used in
natural gas applications.

Terms of Reference

The equations in this chapter are based on American Gas Association Report #7.

This AGA7 function block handles the volume and mass flow calculations for a natural gas
fluid. For a gas turbine meter, AGA7 calculates the flow rate of natural gas determined at
flowing and base temperature/pressure conditions.

Base Conditions (Pb, Tb)

The base conditions for the flow measurement of natural gases are defined in the United
States in customary (USC) units as a pressure of 14.73 pounds per square inch absolute
(101.560 kilopascals) at a temperature of 60.0°F (15.56°C ). According to the International
Standards Organization, base conditions are defined as a pressure of 14.696 pounds per
square inch absolute (101.325 kilopascals) at a temperature of 59°F (15.0°C).

Flow Measurement Equation

Flow Rate at Flowing Conditions

The calculation of the flow rate at flowing conditions depends on the meter type. The meters
are distinguished according to the following output types:

• pulse output
• frequency output
• analog output
• volume output

The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with pulse output can be calculated
using the following equation:
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The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with frequency output can be
calculated using the following equation:

The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with analog output can be
calculated using the following equation:

The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with volume output can be
calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Qf flow rate at flowing conditions.

KF / K factor meter K factor in pulses per unit volume.

Cuf units conversion factor.

Flow Rate at Base Conditions

The volumetric flow rate at base (standard) conditions can be calculated using the following
equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Qf flow rate at flowing conditions.

Pf absolute pressure at flowing conditions.

Pb absolute pressure at base conditions.

Tf absolute temperature at flowing conditions.

Tb absolute temperature at base conditions.
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Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Zf compressibility of gas at flowing conditions.

Zb compressibility of gas at base conditions.

Pressure Multiplier

The pressure multiplier can be calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Pf static gauge pressure of the fluid at flowing conditions.

Pbar atmospheric pressure.

Pb base or reference pressure.

Temperature Multiplier

The temperature multiplier can be calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Tf absolute temperature of the fluid at flowing conditions.

Tb absolute base temperature.

Compressibility Multiplier

The compressibility multiplier can be calculated using the following equation:
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Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Zf compressibility of gas at flowing conditions.

Zb compressibility of gas at base conditions.

These gas compressibility values may be determined from the AGA8 calculations.

Mass Flow Rate

The mass flow rate at base (standard) conditions can be calculated using the following
equation:

The mass flow rate at flowing conditions can be calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Qf flow rate at flowing conditions.

Qb flow rate at base conditions.

ρt,p density at flowing conditions.

ρb density at base conditions.

Constants

Unit Conversion Constants and Universal Constants

Depending on the system of measurement, this contains the measurements units of the unit
conversion constants and the values of the universal constants:

Variables USC IP Metric SI

P1, P2, Pf, Pb psia psia bar Pa

ρt,p, ρb lbm/ft3 lbm/ft3 kg/m3 kg/m3

qm lbm/hr lbm/hr kg/hr kg/s

qv, Qb ft3/hr ft3/hr m3/hr m3/s

Tf, Tb, Tr ºF ºF ºC ºK
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Variables USC IP Metric SI

R 10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

0.083 145 1

bar-m3/kmol-ºC

8 314.51

J/kmol-ºK

Mr air 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5

Calculation Block Mapping

Meter Run Configuration Inputs

The following table contains the meter run configuration inputs and their corresponding
symbols or ranges:

Input Symbol/Range

Selected units for the calculation • USC units
• metric units (future)

Pressure base Pb

Temperature base Tb

Atmospheric pressure Pbar

K factor KF

Meter factor MF

Variable Inputs

The following table contains the variable inputs and their corresponding symbols:

Input Symbol

Flowing temperature Tf

Flowing static pressure Pf

Compressibility factor at base conditions Zb

Compressibility factor at flowing conditions Zf

Density at base conditions ρb

Density at flowing conditions ρt,p
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Calculated Outputs

The following table contains the calculated outputs and their corresponding symbols:

Input Symbol

Volume flow rate at base conditions Qb

Mass flow rate qm

Calculation Approach

Procedure

The general outline of the solution procedure for linear meters is as follows:

Step Action

1 Calculate the volume flow rate at flowing conditions Qf.

2 Calculate the absolute flowing pressure Pf.

3 Calculate the pressure multiplier.

4 Calculate the temperature multiplier.

5 Calculate the compressibility multiplier.

6 Calculate the volume flow rate at base conditions Qb.
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AGA8: Compressibility Factor Calculation of
Natural Gas and Related Hydrocarbon Gases

What’s in This Chapter

Block Description .....................................................................68
Calculation Theory ...................................................................73

Introduction
This chapter describes the AGA8 EFB.

Block Description

Introduction

This section provides a brief and a detailed description of the AGA8 EFB.

Brief Description

Function Description

This function is used to calculate the AGA Report #8 (1994) Detailed Method. It is used to
calculate the compressibility factor of natural gas and related hydrocarbon gases. The
calculation block also requires a list of input constants and provides the required outputs to
meet the reporting standard. Some of the input constants can be created from other custom
built function blocks, while others can be manually entered or downloaded from a host
SCADA system. See below for examples and the list of inputs and outputs.

The additional parameters EN and ENO can be configured.

Complementary Functions

Other function blocks complement this function when used in conjunction with the AGA8
block:

• The AGA3 can be used to calculate a gas volume for orifice plate equipment.
• The AGA5 can be used to calculate gross heating content of dry or saturated natural gas

mixtures on a volumetric basis.
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• The AGA7 can be used to calculate turbine meter gas volumes from pulse, frequency or
analog types of input.

• The AGA9 can be used to calculate ultrasonic meter gas volumes from pulse, frequency
or analog types of input.

• The AGA11 can be used to calculate Coriolis meter gas volumes.

Representation in FBD

Representation in LD

Representation in IL

CAL AGA8_Instance (TFLOW, PF, TBASE, PBASE, ANALYSIS, UNITS, ZFLOW, ZBASE,
DFLOW, DBASE, FPV, ANALTOT, ERRORS)

Compressibility

Compressibility

AGA8

TFLOW

TBASE

ZFLOW

FPV

PF

DBASE

PBASE

ANALYSIS

UNITS

ZBASE

ANALTOT

ERRORS

DFLOW Density

Density

Compressibility_Factor

Analysis_Total

Errors

Temperature

Pressure

Base_Temp

Base_Pres

Analysis

Units

Compressibility

Compressibility

AGA8

TFLOW

TBASE

ZFLOW

FPV

PF

DBASE

PBASE

ANALYSIS
UNITS

ZBASE

ANALTOT

ERRORS

DFLOW

ENO

Density

Density

Compressibility_Factor

Analysis_Total

Errors

Temperature

Pressure

Base_Temp

Base_Pres

Analysis

Units

EN
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Representation in ST

AGA8_Instance (TFLOW, PF, TBASE, PBASE, ANALYSIS, UNITS, ZFLOW, ZBASE,
DFLOW, DBASE, FPV, ANALTOT, ERRORS);

Parameter Description

The analysis component ranges are recommended operating ranges for each component.
The calculation engine does not enforce these ranges, but if the total of the components is
not equal to 1.00, bit 0 of the ERRORS flags is set. If this state occurs, the calculate engine
will prorate the components and will continue to provide results. Having the calculation
continue to provide results will allow the host system to collect the data for possible manual
correction.

For a definition of each parameter’s units, refer to Constants, page 76.
NOTE: The defined (default) value will be used, if the input constant is configured with a
wrong value. Use correct constant value to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Enter correct constant value.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table describes the AGA8 input parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

TFLOW REAL FLOWing Temperature meter °F °C

PF REAL Flowing Pressure input psig kPag

TBASE REAL BASE Temperature °F °C

PBASE REAL BASE Pressure psia kPaa

ANALYSIS Analysis_AGA8 AGA8 gas analysis structure (see
type description table below for more
details)

- -

UNITS INT Units (0=SI Metric, 1=USC (default)) - -

The following table describes the AGA8 output parameters:
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Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

ZFLOW REAL FLOWing compressibility factor - -

ZBASE REAL BASE compressibility factor - -

DFLOW REAL FLOWing Density lbm/ft3 kg/m3

DBASE REAL BASE Density lbm/ft3 kg/m3

FPV REAL compressibility factor - -

ANALTOT REAL ANALysis TOTal (adds to 1.0) - -

ERRORS UINT ERROR flagS (LSB is set if ANALTOT is not
equal to 1.00)

- -

Definition of Terms

The following table contains the definition of terms:

Term Definition

kPaa kilopascals atmospheric

kPag kilopascals gauge

psia pounds-force/sq. in atmospheric

psig pounds-force/sq. in gauge

LSB Least Significant Bit

Type Description

The following table describes the AGA8 input structure for Analysis_AGA8:

Component Data Type Meaning Range

n2 REAL nitrogen 0...1.00

co2 REAL carbon dioxide 0...1.00

h2s REAL hydrogen sulfide 0...1.00

c1 REAL methane 0...1.00

c2 REAL ethane 0...1.00

c3 REAL propane 0...0.12

ic4 REAL isobutane 0...0.06
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Component Data Type Meaning Range

nc4 REAL n-butane 0...0.06

ic5 REAL isopentane 0...0.04

nc5 REAL n-pentane 0...0.04

c6 REAL n-hextane 0...0.10

c7 REAL n-heptane 0...0.10

c8 REAL n-octane 0...0.10

c9 REAL n-nonane 0...0.10

c10 REAL n-decane 0...0.10

he REAL helium 0...0.30

ar REAL argon 0...1.00

h2o REAL water 0...0.10

h REAL hydrogen 0...1.00

o REAL oxygen 0...0.21

co REAL carbon monoxide 0...0.03
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Detailed Description

Example

This is an example of how to use this AGA8 function block with the AGA3 function block:

Calculation Theory

Introduction

This chapter provides test examples for the computer program calculations of the detailed
characterization method.

Compositions of Natural Gases

Introduction

The example calculations provided can be used to verify the function block program. The
first table includes five reference data natural gas compositions. The second below provides
computed compressibility factors for the listed natural gas compositions at temperature and
pressure conditions which can be used to verify calculations. The computer program used to
generate the output in the compressibility factors table is the same as that used in the
example program. However, data input, output formats and table headings were slightly
modified in order to generate this table with the listed natural gas compositions.

Compressibility

Compressibility

AGA8

TFLOW

TBASE

ZFLOW

FPV

PF

DBASE

PBASE

ANALYSIS
UNITS

ZBASE

ANALTOT

ERRORS

DFLOW Density

Density

Compressibility_Factor

Analysis_Total

Errors

Temperature

Pressure

Base_Temp

Base_Pres

Analysis

Units

AGA3
DP

TBASE

QM

PDF

TFLOW

ODF
PFLOW

PBASE

PARA

ZFLOW

ZBASE

DFLOW

DBASE

UNITS

TIMEBASE

QB

BETA

CF

CD

EV

Y

RN

PFU
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Overview of the Natural Gas Compositions

This table includes five reference data natural gas compositions:

Components Component Mole Percent for Indicated Gas

Gulf Coast Amarillo Ekofisk High N2 High CO2-N2

Methane 96.5222 90.6724 85.9063 81.4410 81.2110

Nitrogen 0.2595 3.1284 1.0068 13.4650 5.7020

Carbon dioxide 0.5956 0.4676 1.4954 0.9850 7.5850

Ethane 1.8186 4.5279 8.4919 3.3000 4.3030

Propane 0.4596 0.828 2.3015 0.6050 0.8950

i-Butane 0.0977 0.1037 0.3486 0.1000 0.1510

n-Butane 0.1007 0.1563 0.3506 0.1040 0.1520

i-Pentane 0.0473 0.0321 0.0509 0.0000 0.0000

n-Pentane 0.0324 0.0443 0.0480 0.0000 0.0000

n-Hextane 0.0664 0.0393 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

n-Heptane 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

n-Octane 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Natural Gas Compressibility Factors

Introduction

The table below provides computed compressibility factors for the listed natural gas
compositions at the following temperature and pressure conditions:

• TBASE = 60°F
• PBASE = 14.73 psia

These factors can be used to verify calculations. The computer program used to generate
the output in the compressibility factors table is the same as that used in the example
program. However, data input, output formats and table headings were slightly modified in
order to generate this table with the listed natural gas compositions.

Overview of the Compressibility Factors

This table includes the compressibility factors for the indicated gas (DFLOW) computed
using the detailed characterization method for program verification purposes:
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Temp (°F) Press (psia) Gulf Coast Amarillo Ekofisk High N2 High CO2-N2

32.00 14.73 0.997406 0.997302 0.996780 0.997670 0.997207

32.00 100.00 0.982355 0.981641 0.978025 0.984188 0.980985

32.00 200.00 0.964648 0.963200 0.955792 0.969411 0.961854

32.00 400.00 0.929176 0.926209 0.910650 0.937108 0.923376

32.00 600.00 0.893928 0.889390 0.864910 0.906452 0.884920

32.00 800.00 0.859409 0.853295 0.819226 0.976929 0.847047

32.00 1 000.00 0.826341 0.818725 0.774778 0.849159 0.810594

32.00 1 200.00 0.795680 0.786763 0.733467 0.823883 0.776728

50.00 14.73 0.997707 0.997615 0.997145 0.997949 0.997531

50.00 100.00 0.984432 0.983798 0.980555 0.986107 0.983218

50.00 200.00 0.968877 0.967597 0.960982 0.972303 0.966411

50.00 400.00 0.937934 0.935332 0.921520 0.945093 0.932957

50.00 600.00 0.907485 0.903542 0.982159 0.918684 0.899675

50.00 800.00 0.877958 0.872693 0.843307 0.893470 0.867343

50.00 1 000.00 0.849909 0.843400 0.805921 0.869925 0.836503

50.00 1 200.00 0.824023 0.816427 0.771264 0.848593 0.807970

100.00 14.73 0.998363 0.998294 0.997938 0.998556 0.998233

100.00 100.00 0.988930 0.988466 0.986020 0.990258 0.988043

100.00 200.00 0.977982 0.977052 0.972107 0.980676 0.976194

100.00 400.00 0.956545 0.954687 0.944605 0.962084 0.952923

100.00 600.00 0.935904 0.933136 0.917786 0.944418 0.930426

100.00 800.00 0.916308 0.912670 0.892018 0.927895 0.908982

100.00 1 000.00 0.898041 0.993601 0.867748 0.912751 0.888917

100.00 1 200.00 0.881410 0.876265 0.845491 0.899227 0.870584

130.00 14.73 0.998660 0.998602 0.998296 0.998830 0.998551

130.00 100.00 0.990959 0.990570 0.988479 0.992127 0.990215

130.00 200.00 0.982066 0.981290 0.977078 0.984429 0.980571

130.00 400.00 0.964796 0.963255 0.954735 0.969620 0.961787

130.00 600.00 0.948352 0.946071 0.933202 0.955716 0.943929

130.00 800.00 0.932911 0.929933 0.912747 0.942869 0.926898

130.00 1 000.00 0.918669 0.915051 0.893675 0.931237 0.911214

130.00 1 200.00 0.905826 0.901645 0.876312 0.920975 0.897008
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NOTE:
• Refer to EUB (Canada) Alberta Energy and Utilities Board documents Directive 17

and Directive 46 for detailed test cases.
• Refer to the American Gas Association manuals for a detailed explanation of the

AGA Report #8 calculation.

Constants

Unit Conversion Constants and Universal Constants

Depending on the system of measurement, this contains the measurements units of the unit
conversion constants and the values of the universal constants:

Variables USC IP Metric SI

P1, P2, Pf, Pb psia psia bar Pa

Pt,p, Pb lbm/ft3 lbm/ft3 kg/m3 kg/m3

qm lbm/hr lbm/hr kg/hr kg/s

qv, Qb ft3/hr ft3/hr m3/hr m3/s

Tf, Tb, Tr, Pb ºF ºF ºC ºK

R 10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

0.083 145 1

bar-m3/kmol-ºC

8 314.51

J/kmol-ºK

Mr air 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5
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AGA9: Ultrasonic Meter Gas Calculation
What’s in This Chapter

Block Description .....................................................................77
Calculation Theory ...................................................................82

Introduction
This chapter describes the AGA9 EFB.

Block Description

Introduction

This section provides a brief and a detailed description of the AGA9 EFB.

Brief Description

Function Description

This function is used to calculate ultrasonic meter gas volumes using pulse, frequency and
analog types of inputs. It uses the AGA Report #9 standard.

The calculation block also requires a list of input constants and provides the required
outputs to meet the reporting standard. Ultrasonics meters offer high accuracy, obstruction-
free measurement and low total cost. Some of the input constants can be created from other
function blocks, such as from AGA8, while others can be manually entered or downloaded
from a host SCADA system. See below for examples and the list of inputs and outputs.

The additional parameters EN and ENO can be configured.

Complementary Functions

Other function blocks complement this function when used in conjunction with the AGA9
block:

• The AGA8 can be used to calculate the compressibility factor of natural gas and related
hydrocarbon gases.

• The TOTALS and the TOTALS_UDA function blocks can be used to total the volume flow
rate output from AGA9.
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Representation in FBD

Representation in LD
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Representation in IL

CAL AGA9_Instance (METER, PULSE, TFLOW, PFLOW, TBASE, PBASE, PARA, ZFLOW,
ZBASE, UNITS, TIMEBASE, QF, QB, PMR, TMR, ZMR, PFU)

Representation in ST

AGA9_Instance (METER, PULSE, TFLOW, PFLOW, TBASE, PBASE, PARA, ZFLOW,
ZBASE, UNITS, TIMEBASE, QF, QB, PMR, TMR, ZMR, PFU)

Parameter Description

For a definition of each parameter’s units, refer to Unit Conversion Constants and Universal
Constants, page 86.

NOTE: The defined (default) value will be used, if the input constant is configured with a
wrong value. Use correct constant value to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Enter correct constant value.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table describes the AGA9 input parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

METER REAL METER input (frequency or analog), see
MTYPE

units/time units/time

PULSE UDINT PULSE accumulator input (pulse), see MTYPE
and ROLLOVER

pulses/
time

pulses/
time

TFLOW REAL FLOWing Temperature meter °F °C

PFLOW REAL FLOWing Pressure meter psig kPag

TBASE REAL BASE Temperature °F °C

PBASE REAL BASE Pressure (If PBASE is using absolute
pressure, then PATMOS has to be set to 0.0).

psia kPaa

PARA Para_AGA9 AGA9 input attributes (see type description
table below for more details)

- -

ZFLOW REAL FLOWing compressibility factor (from AGA8) - -
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Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

ZBASE REAL BASE compressibility factor (from AGA8) - -

UNITS INT UNITS (0=SI Metric, 1=US (default)) - -

TIMEBASE REAL TIME BASEd multiplier (0.0 or 1.0, no change
to output)

Example:

If the meter input is units/hour and this
multiplier is set to 24.0, then the output will be
units/day (hourly to daily).

If the meter input is units/day and the multiplier
is set to (1/24) 0.041666667, then the output
will be units/hour (daily to hourly).

- -

The following table describes the AGA9 output parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

QF REAL Flow rate instantaneous MCF/time km3/time

QB REAL Flow rate at Base temperature and pressure
conditions

MCF/time km3/time

PMR REAL Pressure Multiplier Ratio - -

TMR REAL Temperature Multiplier Ratio - -

ZMR REAL compressibility Multiplier Ratio - -

PFU REAL Flowing Pressure Upstream (absolute)(to AGA8
PF)

psia kPaa

Definition of Terms

The following table contains the definition of terms:

Term Definition

kPaa kilopascals atmospheric

kPag kilopascals gauge

psia pounds-force/sq. in atmospheric

psig pounds-force/sq. in gauge

MCF/time 1000 cubic feet / hour or 1000 cubic feet / day
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Term Definition

Viscosity lb-m/ft-s = 0.0000069 as per standard

Specific heat ratio k = 1.3

Type Description

The following table describes the AGA9 input attributes for Para_AGA9:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

MTYPE REAL Meter TYPE (1=pulse, 2=freq, 3=analog (default)) - -

MF REAL Meter correction Factor (for the meter types, should
be 1.0 or close to 1.0)

- -

KF REAL K Factor, pulses/unit volume (for pulse and
frequency meter types)

- -

PATMOS REAL ATMOspheric Pressure (If PBASE is using
absolute pressure, then PATMOS has to be set to
0.0).

psia kPaa

ROLLOVER UDINT Pulse accumulator ROLLOVER value (If
ROLLOVER is 0, then rollover is at max. UDINT
4294967295.)

- -

Detailed Description

Example

This is an example of using AGA9 Ultrasonic Meter Gas Calculation with AGA8 and the
Totalizer function block:
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NOTE: Create a variable for AGA9 (PFU) output to AGA8 (PF) input

Calculation Theory

Introduction

This section contains the calculation theory the AGA9 function block is based upon.
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General

Purpose

This calculation theory contains the proposed calculations for ultrasonic meters or any other
linear meter (that is positive displacement, ultrasonic, coriolis, vortex shedding meter) used
in natural gas applications.

Terms of Reference

The equations in this chapter are based on the American Gas Association Report #9.

This AGA9 function block handles the volume and mass flow calculations for a natural gas
fluid. For a gas ultrasonic meter, AGA9 calculates the flow rate of natural gas determined at
flowing and base temperature/pressure conditions.

Base Conditions (Pb, Tb)

The base conditions for the flow measurement of natural gases are defined in the United
States in customary (USC) units as a pressure of 14.73 pounds per square inch absolute
(101.560 kilopascals) at a temperature of 60.0°F (15.56°C).

According to the International Standards Organization, base conditions are defined as a
pressure of 14.696 pounds per square inch absolute (101.325 kilopascals) at a temperature
of 59°F (15.0°C).

Flow Measurement Equations

Flow Rate at Flowing Conditions

The calculation of the flow rate at flowing conditions depends on the meter type. The meters
are distinguished according to the following output types:

• pulse output
• frequency output
• analog output
• volume output

The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with pulse output can be calculated
using the following equation:
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The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with frequency output can be
calculated using the following equation:

The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with analog output can be
calculated using the following equation:

The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with volume output can be
calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Qf flow rate at flowing conditions.

KF / K factor meter K factor in pulses per unit volume.

Cuf units conversion factor.

Flow Rate at Base Conditions

The volumetric flow rate at base (standard) conditions can be calculated using the following
equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Qf flow rate at flowing conditions.

Pf absolute pressure at flowing conditions.

Pb absolute pressure at base conditions.

Tf absolute temperature at flowing conditions.

Tb absolute temperature at base conditions.
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Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Zf compressibility of gas at flowing conditions.

Zb compressibility of gas at base conditions.

Pressure Multiplier

The pressure multiplier can be calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Pf static gauge pressure of the fluid at flowing conditions.

Pbar atmospheric pressure.

Pb base or reference pressure.

Temperature Multiplier

The temperature multiplier can be calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Tf absolute temperature of the fluid at flowing conditions.

Tb absolute base temperature.

Compressibility Multiplier

The compressibility multiplier can be calculated using the following equation:
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Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Zf compressibility of gas at flowing conditions.

Zb compressibility of gas at base conditions.

These gas compressibility values may be determined from the AGA8 calculations.

Mass Flow Rate

The mass flow rate at base (standard) conditions can be calculated using the following
equation:

The mass flow rate at flowing conditions can be calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Qf flow rate at flowing conditions.

Qb flow rate at base conditions.

ρt,p density at flowing conditions.

ρb density at base conditions.

Constants

Unit Conversion Constants and Universal Constants

Depending on the system of measurement, this contains the measurements units of the unit
conversion constants and the values of the universal constants:

Variables USC IP Metric SI

P1, P2, Pf, Pb psia psia bar Pa

ρt,p, ρb lbm/ft3 lbm/ft3 kg/m3 kg/m3

qm lbm/hr lbm/hr kg/hr kg/s

qv, Qb ft3/hr ft3/hr m3/hr m3/s

Tf, Tb, Tr ºF ºF ºC ºK
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Variables USC IP Metric SI

R 10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

0.083 145 1

bar-m3/kmol-ºC

8 314.51

J/kmol-ºK

Mr air 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5

Calculation Block Mapping

Meter Run Configuration Inputs

The following table contains the meter run configuration inputs and their corresponding
symbols or ranges:

Input Symbol/Range

Selected units for the calculation • USC units
• metric units

Pressure base Pb

Temperature base Tb

Atmospheric pressure Pbar

K factor KF

Meter factor MF

Variable Inputs

The following table contains the variable inputs and their corresponding symbols:

Input Symbol

Flowing temperature Tf

Flowing static pressure Pf

Compressibility factor at base conditions Zb

Compressibility factor at flowing conditions Zf

Density at base conditions ρb

Density at flowing conditions ρt,p
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Calculated Outputs

The following table contains the calculated outputs and their corresponding symbols:

Input Symbol

Volume flow rate at base conditions Qb

Mass flow rate qm

Calculation Approach

Procedure

The general outline of the solution procedure for linear meters is as follows:

Step Action

1 Calculate the volume flow rate at flowing conditions Qf.

2 Calculate the absolute flowing pressure Pf.

3 Calculate the pressure multiplier.

4 Calculate the temperature multiplier.

5 Calculate the compressibility multiplier.

6 Calculate the volume flow rate at base conditions Qb.
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AGA11: Coriolis Meter Gas Calculation
What’s in This Chapter

Block Description .....................................................................89
Calculation Theory ...................................................................94

Introduction
This chapter describes the AGA11 EFB.

Block Description

Introduction

This section provides a brief and a detailed description of the AGA11 EFB.

Brief Description

Function Description

The equations in this chapter are based on the American Gas Association Report #11
(2003). This standard is also known as API MPMS Chapter 14.9 .

The standard handles the volume and mass flow calculations for a natural gas fluid. For a
Coriolis meter AGA11 calculates the flow rate of natural gas determined at flowing and base
temperature/pressure conditions.

The calculation block also requires a list of input constants and provides the required
outputs to meet the reporting standard. Some of the input constants can be created from
other function blocks, such as from AGA8, while others can be manually entered or
downloaded from a host SCADA system. See below for examples and the list of inputs and
outputs.

The additional parameters EN and ENO can be configured.

Complementary Functions

Other function blocks complement this function when used in conjunction with the AGA11
block:
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• The AGA8 can be used to calculate the compressibility factor of natural gas and related
hydrocarbon gases.

• The TOTALS and the TOTALS_UDA function blocks can be used to total the volume flow
rate output from AGA11.

Representation in FBD

Representation in LD
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Representation in IL

CAL AGA11_Instance (METER, PULSE, DENSITY, PARA, DFLOW, DBASE, TIMEBASE,
QM, QA, QB, QMB, PDEV)

Representation in ST

AGA11_Instance (METER, PULSE, DENSITY, PARA, DFLOW, DBASE, TIMEBASE, QM,
QA, QB, QMB, PDEV)

Parameter Description

For a definition of each parameter’s units, refer to Unit Conversion Constants and Universal
Constants, page 98.

NOTE: The defined (default) value will be used, if the input constant is configured with a
wrong value. Use correct constant value to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Enter correct constant value.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table describes the AGA11 input parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

METER REAL METER input (frequency or analog) see
MTYPE

units/time units/time

PULSE UDINT PULSE accumulator input (pulse) see MTYPE
and ROLLOVER

pulses/
time

pulses/
time

DENSITY REAL flowinging DENSITY (meter or densitometer)
value

- -

PARA Para_AGA11 AGA11 input attributes (see type description
table below for more details)

- -

DFLOW REAL FLOWing Density (from AGA8) lbm/ft3 kg/m3
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Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

DBASE REAL BASE Density (from AGA8) lbm/ft3 kg/m3

TIMEBASE REAL TIME BASEd multiplier (0.0 or 1.0, no change
to output)

Example:

If the meter input is units/hour and this
multiplier is set to 24.0, then the output will be
units/day (hourly to daily).

If the meter input is units/day and the multiplier
is set to (1/24) 0.041666667, then the output
will be units/hour (daily to hourly).

- -

The following table describes the AGA11 output parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

QM REAL Mass flow rate at flowing conditions lbm/time kg/time

QA REAL volume flow rate at flowing conditions MCF/time km3/hr

QB REAL volume flow rate at Base temperature and
pressure conditions

MCF/time km3/hr

QMB REAL Mass flow rate at Base temperature and
pressure conditions

lbm/time kg/time

PDEV REAL % density DEViation (meter or densitometer) % %

Definition of Terms

The following table contains the definition of terms:

Term Definition

Units NOTE: The output units are relative to the input unit types MCF/hr[in] =
MCF/hr[out]

or

pulses/lbm[in] = lbm/time[out]

kPaa kilopascals atmospheric

kPag kilopascals gauge

psia pounds-force/sq. in atmospheric
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Term Definition

psig pounds-force/sq. in gauge

MCF/time 1000 cubic feet / hour or 1000 cubic feet / day

Viscosity lb-m/ft-s = 0.0000069 as per standard

Specific heat ratio k = 1.3

Type Description

The following table describes the AGA11 input attributes for Para_AGA11:

Parameter Data
Type

Meaning Units

USC Metric

MTYPE REAL Meter TYPE (1=pulse, 2=freq, 3=analog (default)) - -

MF REAL Meter correction Factor (for the meter types, should
be 1.0 or close to 1.0)

- -

KF REAL K Factor, pulses/unit volume (for pulse and freqency
meter types)

- -

VTYPE REAL Value TYPE (1=mass, 2=volume(default)) - -

ROLLOVER UDINT pulse accumulator ROLLOVER value (If ROLLOVER
is 0, then rollover is at max. UDINT 4294967295.)

- -

Detailed Description

Example

This is an example of using AGA11 Volume and Mass Flow Calculation with AGA8 and the
Totalizer function block:
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Calculation Theory

Introduction

This section contains the calculation theory the AGA11 function block is based upon.

General

Purpose

This calculation theory contains the proposed calculations for Coriolis meters used in natural
gas applications.

AGA11

METERMeter_Input

QM Mass_Flow_RatePULSEPulse_Input

Vol_Flow_Rate

Parameters

Density

Density

Timebase

DENSITY

PARA

DFLOW

DBASE

TIMEBASE

QA

Percent_Density_DevPDEV

AGA8

TFLOW

TBASE

ZFLOW

FPV

PF

DBASE

PBASE

ANALYSIS
UNITS

ZBASE

ANALTOT

ERRORS

DFLOW

TOTALS

VALUE

RTDUR

TOTAL

CDTOTAL

RTRST

DAYRST

TIMEBASE

TOTALHRS

PDTOTAL

FLOWHRS

Vol_at_BaseQB

Mass_at_BaseQMB
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Terms of Reference

The equations in this chapter are based on the American Gas Association Report #11. This
standard is also known as API MPMS Chapter 14.9.

This standard handles the volume and mass flow calculations for a natural gas fluid. For a
Coriolis meter AGA11 calculates the flow rate of natural gas determined at flowing and base
temperature/pressure conditions.

Base Conditions (Pb, Tb) or (PBase, TBase)

The base conditions for the flow measurement of natural gases are defined in the United
States in customary (USC) units as a pressure of 14.73 pounds per square inch absolute
(101.560 kilopascals) at a temperature of 60.0°F (15.56°C).

According to the International Standards Organization, base conditions are defined as a
pressure of 14.696 pounds per square inch absolute (101.325 kilopascals) at a temperature
of 59°F (15.0°C).

Flow Measurement Equations

Flow Rate at Flowing Conditions

The calculation of the flow rate at flowing conditions depends on the meter type. The meters
are distinguished according to the following output types:

• pulse output
• frequency output
• analog output
• volume output

The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with pulse output can be calculated
using the following equation:

The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with frequency output can be
calculated using the following equation:
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The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with analog output can be
calculated using the following equation:

The volumetric flow rate at flowing conditions for meters with volume output can be
calculated using the following equation:

Where the Symbol ... is the ...

Qf flow rate at flowing conditions.

KF / K factor meter K factor in pulses per unit volume.

Cuf units conversion factor.

Possible Configurations

General

There are four possible configurations, even though the AGA11 standard only addresses 2
of the possibilities we will list them below:

• Case 1: Coriolis meter configured for mass output and density calculated from AGA8
block.

• Case 2: Coriolis meter configured for volume output and densities calculated from AGA8
block.

• Case 3: Coriolis meter configured for volume output with base density from AGA8 block
and flowing density measured by a gas densitometer.

• Case 4: Coriolis meter configured for mass and using real gas specific gravity
The proposed AGA11 calculation block is configured to handle the first 3 cases. Case 4 has
a very low possibility of ever being requested.

Case 1: Mass Meter Configured for Mass Output and AGA8 Block

Mass flow rate
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Volume flow rate at base conditions

Density deviation

Case 2: Mass Meter Configured for Volume Output and AGA8 Block

Mass flow rate at flowing conditions

Volume flow rate at base conditions

Mass flow rate at base conditions

Density deviation

Case 3: Mass Meter Configured for Volume Output and AGA8 Block with
Density Meter

Mass flow rate at flowing conditions
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Volume flow rate at base conditions

Mass flow rate at base conditions

Density deviation

Constants

Unit Conversion Constants and Universal Constants

Depending on the system of measurement, this contains the measurements units of the unit
conversion constants and the values of the universal constants:

Variables USC IP Metric SI

P1, P2, Pf, Pb psia psia bar Pa

ρt,p, ρb lbm/ft3 lbm/ft3 kg/m3 kg/m3

qm lbm/hr lbm/hr kg/hr kg/s

qv, Qb ft3/hr ft3/hr m3/hr m3/s

Tf, Tb, Tr ºF ºF ºC ºK

R 10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

0.083 145 1

bar-m3/kmol-ºC

8 314.51

J/kmol-ºK

Mr air 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5

Calculation Block Mapping

Meter Run Configuration Inputs

The following table contains the meter run configuration inputs and their corresponding
symbols or ranges:
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Input Symbol/Range

Selected units for the calculation • USC units
• metric units

K factor KF

Meter factor MF

Volume or mass at flowing conditions qv or qm

Variable Inputs

The following table contains the variable inputs and their corresponding symbols:

Input Symbol

Density at base conditions

or

Density @ base condition

or

DBASE

Pb

Density at flowing conditions

or

Density @ temp & press conditions

or

DFLOW

Pt,p

Flowing density from gas densitometer

or

Density @ temp & press conditions

or

DFLOW

Pt,p

Calculated Outputs

The following table contains the calculated outputs and their corresponding symbols:
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Input Symbol

Volume flow rate at base conditions Qv

Mass flow rate qm

Percent deviation %

NOTE: The percent deviation output can be used as a quality monitoring tool for the
meter’s measured density versus the AGA8 calculated density.

The percent deviation output can be used to notify the operator of the changes of the
measured gas composition. This information may also reveal that the meter itself gets
coated or does not work as expected.

Calculation Approach

Procedure

The general outline of the solution procedure for linear meters is as follows:

Step Action

1 Calculate the mass flow rate at flowing conditions Qm.

2 Calculate the volume flow rate at flowing conditions Qf.

3 Calculate the volume flow rate at base conditions Qb.
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VCONE: V-Cone Meter Gas Volumes
What’s in This Chapter

Block Description ................................................................... 101
Calculation Theory ................................................................. 107

Introduction
This chapter describes the VCONE EFB.

Block Description

Introduction

This section provides a brief and a detailed description of the VCONE EFB.

Brief Description

Function Description

This V-Cone meter gas calculation function uses the reporting standard for the V-Cone
meters. The function calculates a gas volume using V-Cone equipment along with a set of
input meters for temperature, pressure, and differential pressure across a V-Cone.

The calculation block also requires a list of input constants and provides the required
outputs to meet the reporting standard. Some of the input constants can be created from
other function blocks, such as from AGA8, while others can be manually entered or
downloaded from a host SCADA system. See below for examples and the list of inputs and
outputs.

The additional parameters EN and ENO can be configured.

Complementary Functions

Other function blocks complement this function when used in conjunction with the VCONE
block:

• The AGA8 can be used to calculate the compressibility factor of natural gas and related
hydrocarbon gases.
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• The TOTALS and the TOTALS_UDA function blocks can be used to total the volume flow
rate output from VCONE.

Representation in FBD

Representation in LD
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Representation in IL

CAL VCONE_Instance (DP, TFLOW, PFLOW, TBASE, PBASE, PARA, ZFLOW, ZBASE,
DFLOW, DBASE, UNITS, TIMEBASE, QM, QB, ODF, PDF, BETA, CF, EV, Y, RN, PFU)

Representation in ST

VCONE_Instance (DP, TFLOW, PFLOW, TBASE, PBASE, PARA, ZFLOW, ZBASE,
DFLOW, DBASE, UNITS, TIMEBASE, QM, QB, ODF, PDF, BETA, CF, EV, Y, RN, PFU)

Parameter Description

For a definition of each parameter’s units, refer to Unit Conversion Constants and Universal
Constants, page 107.

NOTE: The defined (default) value will be used, if the input constant is configured with a
wrong value. Use correct constant value to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Enter correct constant value.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table describes the VCONE input parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

DP REAL Differential pressure meter in H2O kPag

TFLOW REAL Flowing temperature meter °F °C

PFLOW REAL Flowing pressure meter psig kPag

TBASE REAL Base temperature °F °C

PBASE REAL Base pressure (If PBASE is using absolute
pressure, then PATMOS must be set to 0.0)

psia kPaa

PARA Para_VCONE VCONE input attributes (See Type Description,
page 105 table for more details)

- -

ZFLOW REAL Z FLOW (from AGA8) - -

ZBASE REAL Z BASE (from AGA8) - -

DFLOW REAL Flowing density (from AGA8) lbm/ft3 kg/m3
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Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

DBASE REAL Base density (from AGA8) lbm/ft3 kg/m3

UNITS INT Units (0 = SI metric in (e3m3/timebase), 1 = US
(Default) in (smcf/timebase), 2 = (m3/timebase),
3 = (ft3/timebase))

- -

TIMEBASE UINT Timebase for output (0 = Hourly, 1 = Daily
(Default))

- -

The following table describes the VCONE output parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

QM REAL Mass flow rate at flowing temperature and
pressure conditions

lbm/hr kg/hr

QB REAL Volume flow rate at base temperature and
pressure conditions

ft3/hr m3/hr

QDF REAL Orifice diameter at flowing temperature and
pressure conditions

inches mm

PDF REAL Pipe diameter at flowing temperature and
pressure conditions

inches mm

BETA REAL Beta ratio at flowing temperature and pressure
conditions

- -

CF REAL Conversion factor - -

EV REAL Velocity of approach factor - -

Y REAL Expansion factor - -

RN REAL Reynolds number - -

PFU REAL Flowing pressure upstream (absolute) (to AGA8
PF)

PFU (output) = PFlow (input) + PATMOS
(input)

psia kPaa

Definition of Terms

The following table contains the definition of terms:
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Term Definition

Units NOTE: The output units are relative to the input unit types MCF/hr[in] =
MCF/hr[out]

Or

pulses/lbm[in] = lbm/time[out]

kPaa kilopascals atmospheric

kPag kilopascals gauge

psia pounds-force/sq. in atmospheric

psig pounds-force/sq. in gauge

Viscosity lb-m/ft-s = 0.0000069 as per standard

Specific heat ratio k = 1.3

Type Description

The following table describes the VCONE input attributes for Para_VCONE:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

PIPEID REAL Pipe inside diameter inches mm

ORIFSIZE REAL Orifice size inches mm

TREF REAL Reference temperature °F °C

TAPS INT 1 = Upstream (Default), 2 = Downstream - -

PIPEMAT INT Pipe material

1 = CarbonSteel(Default), 2 = Steel304, 3 =
Steel316, 4 = Monel

- -

ORIFMAT INT Orifice material

1 = CarbonSteel(Default), 2 = Steel304, 3 =
Steel316, 4 = Monel

- -

PATMOS REAL Atmospheric pressure (If PBASE is using
absolute pressure, then PATMOS must be set to
0.0)

psia kPaa
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Detailed Description

Example

This is an example of using VCONE meter gas calculation with AGA8 and the TOTALS
function block:
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Calculation Theory

Introduction

This section contains the calculation theory the VCONE function block is based upon.

Constants

Unit Conversion Constants and Universal Constants

Depending on the system of measurement, this contains the measurements units of the unit
conversion constants and the values of the universal constants:

Variables USC IP Metric SI

dm, Dm, dr, Dr, d, D in ft mm m

P1, P2, Pf, Pb psia psia bar Pa

ΔP in H2O at 60ºF in H2O at 60ºF millibar Pa

ρt,p, ρb lbm/ft3 lbm/ft3 kg/m3 kg/m3

qm lbm/hr lbm/hr kg/hr kg/s

qv, Qb ft3/hr ft3/hr m3/hr m3/s

Tf, Tb, Tr ºF ºF ºC ºK

α1, α2 in/in-ºF ft/ft-ºF mm/mm-ºC mm/mm-ºK

μ cP

0.010 268

lbm/ft-s

0.000 006 9

cP

0.010 268

Pa-s

0.010 268 x 10-3

R 10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

0.083 145 1

bar-m3/kmol-ºC

8 314.51

J/kmol-ºK

Mr air 28.962 5

lb/lbmol

28.962 5

lb/lbmol

28.962 5

kg/kmol

28.962 5

kg/kmol

Nc 323.279 46 552.1 0.036 000 0 1.0

NIc 6.235 82 x 10-4 0.077 332 7 0.100 000 1.0

N1 3.232 790 x 102 4.655 210 x 104 3.600 x 10-2 1.0

N2 6.235 82 x 10-4 0.077 332 7 0.100 000 1.0

N3 27.707 0 27.707 1 000.00 1.0

N4 1.0 0.083 333 33 25.4 0.025 4

N5 459.67 459.67 273.15 0.0
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Variables USC IP Metric SI

Tr 68ºF 68ºF 20ºC 293.15ºK

π 3.141 59 3.141 59 3.141 59 3.141 59

k 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3

Universal Alloy Constants

The following table contains the values of the universal alloy constants:

Variables Carbon Steel 304 or 316 Stainless Monel Hastelloy C

α1, α2 in/in-ºF 0.000 006 20 0.000 009 25 0.000 007 95 0.000 006 3

α1, α2 mm/mm-ºC 0.000 011 16 0.000 016 65 0.000 014 30 0.000 011 3
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API_C11_1: Calculations for Generalized Crude Oils, Refined
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Introduction

This part contains the EFB descriptions of the API family.
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API_C11_1: Calculations for Generalized
Crude Oils, Refined Products, and
Lubricating Oils

What’s in This Chapter

Block Description ................................................................... 110

Introduction
This chapter describes the API_C11_1 EFB.

Block Description

Introduction

This section provides a brief and a detailed description of the API_C11_1 EFB.

Brief Description

Function Description

This API_C11_1 function block (API MPMS Chapter 11.1: Calculations for Generalized
Crude Oils, Refined Products and Lubricating Oils) calculates a liquid flow rate using a set of
input meters for temperature, pressure, a meter factor, K-factor and conditions.

The calculation block also requires a list of input constants and provides the required
outputs to meet the reporting standard. Some of the input constants can be created from
other function blocks, such as from factors, while others can be manually entered or
downloaded from a host SCADA system or DCS system. For more details refer to: The API
Manual of Petroleum Measurement Standards (MPMS) Chapter 11 Physical Properties Data
and Other Volume Correction Factor (VCF) Standards for Hydrocarbons.

The Liquid Correction Program supports the following liquids:
• crude oil
• generalized products (jet fuel, diesel, fuel oil, and gasoline)
• lubricating oil
• transition zone
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The Liquid Correction Program supports the following standards:
• This function block was developed according to the API MPMS Standards Chapter

11.1.
The Liquid Correction Program supports the following types of inputs:

• pulse
• analog flow
• frequency input

A Linear Meter can be considered as one of the following meter types:
• positive displacement
• turbine
• vortex shedding meter
• coriolos meter
• ultrasonic meter

The additional parameters EN and ENO can be configured.

Complementary Functions

Other function blocks complement this function when used in conjunction with the API_
C11_1 block:

• The TOTALS and the TOTALS_UDA function blocks can be used to total the volume flow
rate output from API_C11_1.
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Representation in FBD
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Representation in LD

Representation in IL

CAL API_C11_1_Instance (METER, PULSE, TFLOW, PFLOW, TBASE, PTYPE, DTYPE,
UNITS, TIMEBASE, UFR, CFR, CTPL, CTL, CPL, FP, DBASE, ERRORS)

Representation in ST

API_C11_1_Instance (METER, PULSE, TFLOW, PFLOW, TBASE, PTYPE, DTYPE,
UNITS, TIMEBASE, UFR, CFR, CTPL, CTL, CPL, FP, DBASE, ERRORS)

Parameter Description

For a definition of each parameters units, refer to Constants, page 118.
NOTE: The defined (default) value will be used, if the input constant is configured with a
wrong value. Use correct constant value to avoid unexpected calculation results.
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NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Enter correct constant value.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table describes the API_C11_1 input parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

METER REAL METER input (frequency or analog), see MTYPE unit unit

PULSE UDINT PULSE accumulator input (pulse), see MTYPE and
ROLLOVER

unit unit

TFLOW REAL FLOWing Temperature meter °F °C

PFLOW REAL FLOWing Pressure meter psig kPag/bar

TBASE REAL BASE Temperature (that is 15°C, 20°C) used when
PTYPE=MTEF

°F °C

DENSITY REAL DENSITY (see DTYPE) lbm/ft3 kg/m3

MTEF REAL Manual Thermal Expansion Factor (used when
PTYPE set to MTEF)

- -

PARA Para_
API1

API_C11_2 input attributes (see type description
(Para_API1) table below for more details)

- -

PTYPE INT Product TYPE (0=MTEF, 1=crude (default), 2=fuel
oils, 3=jet, 4=transition, 5=gasolines, 6=lubricating
oil)

- -

DTYPE INT Density TYPE (0=kg/m3 (default), 1=API, 2=relative
(add 10 for observed density) (refer to the Density
Table in the Manual of Petroleum Measurement
Standard chapter), page 117

- -

UNITS INT UNITS (0=SI (using kPa), 1=US (default), 2=SI
(using bar))

- -

TIMEBASE REAL TIME BASEd multiplier (0.0 or 1.0, no change to
output)

Example:

If the meter input is units/hour and this multiplier is
set to 24.0, then the output will be units/day (hourly
to daily).

If the meter input is units/day and the multiplier is set
to (1/24) 0.041666667, then the output will be units/
hour (daily to hourly).

- -
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The following table describes the API_C11_2 output parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

UFR REAL Un-corrected Flow Rate at flowing temperature and
pressure conditions

unit/time unit/time

CFR REAL Corrected Flow Rate at base temperature and
pressure conditions

unit/time unit/time

CTPL REAL Combined Temperature/Pressure correction factor - -

CTL REAL Temperature Correction factor - -

CPL REAL Pressure Correction factor - -

FP REAL scaled compressibility Factor - -

DBASE REAL (DFLOW or DBASE) - flowing density (density at
BASE or density at temperature and pressure) (refer
to the Density Table in the Manual of Petroleum
Measurement Standard chapter), page 117)

kg/m3 kg/m3

ERRORS UINT ERROR flags (to mask the detected bit errors) - -

1 TFLOW notification - temperature should be
between -58.0°F and 302.0°F

2 PFLOW notification - pressure should be
between 0.0 and 1500.0 Psig

4 density notification - based on internal checks -
should be between 800.9 and 1163.5

8 MTEF notification - should be between
0.00023 and 0.00093

1-
6

TBASE notification - temperature should be
between -58.0°F and 302.0°F

Definition of Terms

The following table contains the definition of terms:

Term Definition

kPaa kilopascals atmospheric

kPag kilopascals gauge

psia pounds-force/sq. in atmospheric

psig pounds-force/sq. in gauge
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Type Description

The following table describes the API_C11_1 intput attributes for Para_API1:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

MTYPE INT Meter TYPE (1=pulse, 2=freq, 3=analog (default)) - -

MF REAL Meter correction Factor (for the meter types, should
be 1.0 or close to 1.0)

- -

KF REAL K Factor, pulses/unit volume (for pulse and
frequency meter types) (default, set to 1.0)

pulses/unit pulses/unit

ROLLOVER UDINT pulse accumulator ROLLOVER value (If rollover is
0, then rollover is at max UDINT 4294967295
counts.)

- -

Detailed Description

Example

This is an example of using API_C11_1 (Linear Liquid Gas Calculation) with the Totalizer
function block.
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Excerpt of the Manual of Petroleum Measurement Standards API MPMS
Chapter 11.1

General

The limits on this Standard are defined in a mixture of terms of customary and metric units.
The following table shows the defining limits and their associated units. Also shown in the
table are the limits converted to their equivalent units (and, in the case of the densities, other
base temperatures).

Crude Oil (1) Refined Products (2-5) Lubricating Oils (6)

Density, kg/m3 at 60°F 610.6...1163.5 800.9...1163.5

Relative density at 60°F 0.61120...1.16464 0.80168...1.1646

API gravity at 60°F 100.0...-10.0 45.0...-10.0

kg/m3 at 15°C 611.16...1163.79 611.16...1163.86 801.25...1163.85

kg/m3 at 20°C 606.12...1161.15 606.12...1160.62 798.11...1160.71

Temperature °C -50.00...150.00

°F -58.0...302.0

Pressure psig 0...1,500

kPa (gauge) 0...1.034 x104

bar (gauge) 0...103.4

a60 per °F 230.0 x10-6... 930.0 x10-6

per °C 414.0 x10-6...1674.0 x10-6

Density table

Chapter DTYPE (Input) Units TBASE DBASE (Output)

11.1.6.1 kg/m3 - base (0) USC (1) at 60°F density at temperature and
pressure

11.1.6.1 API - base (1) USC (1) at 60°F density at temperature and
pressure

11.1.6.1 relative - base (2) USC (1) at 60°F density at temperature and
pressure

11.1.6.2 kg/m3- observed (10) USC (1) at 60°F density at base

11.1.6.2 API - observed (11) USC (1) at 60°F density at base
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Chapter DTYPE (Input) Units TBASE DBASE (Output)

11.1.6.2 relative - observed (12) USC (1) at 60°F density at base

11.1.7.1 kg/m3 - base (0) SI(0) or SI bar(2) at 15°C or at 20°C density at temperature and
pressure

11.1.7.1 API - base (1) SI(0) or SI bar(2) at 15°C or at 20°C density at temperature and
pressure

11.1.7.1 relative - base (2) SI(0) or SI bar(2) at 15°C or at 20°C density at temperature and
pressure

11.1.7.2 kg/m3- observed (10) SI(0) or SI bar(2) at 15°C or at 20°C density at base

11.1.7.2 API - observed (11) SI(0) or SI bar(2) at 15°C or at 20°C density at base

11.1.7.2 relative - observed (12) SI(0) or SI bar(2) at 15°C or at 20°C density at base

Constants

Unit Conversion Constants and Universal Constants

Depending on the system of measurement, this contains the measurements units of the unit
conversion constants and the values of the universal constants:

Variables USC IP Metric SI

P1, P2, Pf, Pb psia psia bar Pa

Pt,p, Pb lbm/ft3 lbm/ft3 kg/m3 kg/m3

qm lbm/hr lbm/hr kg/hr kg/s

qv, Qb ft3/hr ft3/hr m3/hr m3/s

Tf, Tb, Tr, Pb ºF ºF ºC ºK

R 10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

0.083 145 1

bar-m3/kmol-ºC

8 314.51

J/kmol-ºK

Mr air 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5
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API_C11_2: Calculations for NGL and LPG
What’s in This Chapter

Block Description ................................................................... 119

Introduction
This chapter describes the API_C_11_2 EFB.

Block Description

Introduction

This section provides a brief and a detailed description of the API MPMS Chapter 11.2 API_
C11_2 EFB.

Brief Description

Function Description

This API_C11_2 function block (API MPMS Chapter 11.2: Calculations for NGL and LPG.
Tables 23E, 24E, 53E, 54E, 59E and 60E (Sept 2007)) calculates a liquid flow rate using a
set of input meters for temperature, density, an (NGL/LPG) meter and conditions.

The calculation block also requires a list of input constants and provides the required
outputs to meet the reporting standard. Some of the input constants can be created from
inputs or other function blocks, while others can be manually entered or downloaded from a
host SCADA system or DCS system. For more details refer to: The API Manual of
Petroleum Measurement Standards (MPMS) Chapter 11 Physical Properties Data and
Section 2, Part 4, First Edition, Sept 2007.

The Liquid Correction supports the following liquids:
• NGL (Natural Gas Liquids)
• LPG (Liquid Petroleum Gas)

The Liquid Correction supports the following standards:
• This function block was developed according to API MPMS standards Chapter 11.2.

The Liquid Correction supports the following types of inputs:
• meter (NGL/LPG)
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• temperature
• density
• conditions

A Linear Meter can be considered as one of the following meter types:
• positive displacement
• turbine
• vortex shedding meter
• coriolos meter
• ultrasonic meter

The additional parameters EN and ENO can be configured.

Complementary Functions

Other function blocks complement this function when used in conjunction with the API_
C11_2 block:

• The TOTALS and the TOTALS_UDA function blocks can be used to total the volume flow
rate output from API_C11_2.

Representation in FBD
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Representation in LD

Representation in IL

CAL API_C11_2_Instance (METER, PULSE, TFLOW, DENSITY, DTYPE, UNITS,
TIMEBASE, FR, CTL, DBASE, ERRORS)

Representation in ST

API_C11_2_Instance (METER, PULSE, TFLOW, DENSITY, DTYPE, UNITS, TIMEBASE,
FR, CTL, DBASE, ERRORS)

Parameter Description

For a definition of each parameters units, refer to Constants, page 125.
NOTE: The defined (default) value will be used, if the input constant is configured with a
wrong value. Use correct constant value to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Enter correct constant value.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.
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The following table describes the API_C11_2 input parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

METER REAL METER input (NGL/LPG)(freq or analog), see
MTYPE

unit unit

PULSE UDINT PULSE accumulator input (pulse), see MTYPE and
ROLLOVER

unit unit

TFLOW REAL FLOWing Temperature meter °F °C

DENSITY REAL DENSITY (see DTYPE) lbm/ft3 kg/m3

PARA Para_
API1

API_C11_2 input attributes (see type description
(Para_API1) table below for more details)

- -

DTYPE INT Density TYPE (0=base (default), 1=observed) - -

UNITS INT UNITS (0=SI (default, 20°C), 1=US (using 60°F), 2=
Canadian (using 15°C))

- -

TIMEBASE REAL TIME BASEd multiplier (0.0 or 1.0, no change to
output)

Example:

If the meter input is units/hour and this multiplier is
set to 24.0, then the output will be units/day (hourly
to daily).

If the meter input is units/day and the multiplier is set
to (1/24) 0.041666667, then the output will be units/
hour (daily to hourly).

- -

The following table describes the API_C11_2 output parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

FR REAL Correct flow Rate unit/time unit/time

CTL REAL Temperature Correction factor - -

DBASE REAL flowing Density BASE kg/m3 kg/m3

ERRORS UINT ERROR flags (to mask the detected bit errors) - -

1 TFLOW notification - temperature should be
between -58.0°F and 302.0°F

2 PFLOW notification - pressure should be
between 0.0 and 1500.0 Psig

4 density notification - based on internal checks -
should be between 800.9 and 1163.5
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Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

8 temp notification - fluid's reduced observed
temperature > 1

1-
6

DENS notification - density returned at 15°C/
60°F is negative

3-
2

convergence notification

6-
4

CTL notification - CTL is not a positive number

Definition of Terms

The following table contains the definition of terms:

Term Definition

kPaa kilopascals atmospheric

kPag kilopascals gauge

psia pounds-force/sq. in atmospheric

psig pounds-force/sq. in gauge

Type Description

The following table describes the API_C11_2 intput attributes for Para_API1:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

MTYPE INT Meter TYPE (1=pulse, 2=freq, 3=analog (default)) - -

MF REAL Meter correction Factor (for the meter types, should
be 1.0 or close to 1.0)

- -

KF REAL K Factor, pulses/unit volume (for pulse and
frequency meter types) (default, set to 1.0)

pulses/unit pulses/unit

ROLLOVER UDINT pulse accumulator ROLLOVER value (If rollover is
0, then rollover is at maximum UDINT 4294967295
counts.)

- -
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Detailed Description

Example

This is an example of the using API_C11_2 (Linear Liquid Gas Calculation) with the
Totalizer function block.

Excerpt of the Manual of Petroleum Measurement Standards API MPMS
Chapter 11.2-2007

General

The actual standard represented by this report consists of the explicit implementation
procedures. Sample tables, flow charts, and specific examples created from a computerized
version of these implementation procedures are presented within. The examples are to
provide guides and check points to those who wish to implement a computerized procedure
to represent the standard, however these are not a part of the actual standard.

This standard covers a 60°F relative density range of 0.3500 to 0.6880 which nominally
equates to a density at 15°C of 351.7 to 687.8 kg/m3 and a density at 20°C of 331.7 to 683.6
kg/m . The temperature range of this standard is -50.8 to 199.4°F (-46 to 93°C). At any
conditions, the pressure is assumed to be at saturation conditions (also known as bubble
point or saturation vapor pressure).

The calculation method was developed from GPA RR- 148 Volume Correction Factors for
Natural Gas Liquids - Phase and API/ASTM/GPATechnical Publication, TP-25, September,
1998@101. The implementation procedures for Tables 23 and 24 are entirely consistent
with those presented in TP-25. Supporting data can be found in GPA RR- 147 Density
Measurements on Natural Gas Liquids 1'21. GPA RR-133 Volume Correction Factors for
Natural Gas Liquids - Phase I should no longer be used, as GPA RR-148 completely
replaced it.
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The following table shows the conditional settings for each of the Tables and their
associated units. Also shown in the table are the limits converted to their equivalent units
(and, in the case of the densities, temperatures).

Table DTYPE Units Density Temperature

23E observed USC relative (0.3500...0.6880) at 60°F -50.8...199.4°F

24E base USC

53E observed Canadian 351.7...687.8 kg/m3 at 15°C -46...93°C (227.15...366.15°
K)

54E base Canadian

59E observed SI 331.7...683.6 kg/m3 at 20°C

60E base SI

Constants

Unit Conversion Constants and Universal Constants

Depending on the system of measurement, this contains the measurements units of the unit
conversion constants and the values of the universal constants:

Variables USC IP Metric SI

P1, P2, Pf, Pb psia psia bar Pa

Pt,p, Pb lbm/ft3 lbm/ft3 kg/m3 kg/m3

qm lbm/hr lbm/hr kg/hr kg/s

qv, Qb ft3/hr ft3/hr m3/hr m3/s

Tf, Tb, Tr, Pb ºF ºF ºC ºK

R 10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

0.083 145 1

bar-m3/kmol-ºC

8 314.51

J/kmol-ºK

Mr air 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5
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API2540CTL: Calculations Temperature
Correction Factor for Liquids

What’s in This Chapter

Block Description ................................................................... 126

Introduction
This chapter describes the API2540CTL EFB.

Block Description

Introduction

This section provides a brief and a detailed description of the API2540CTL EFB.

Brief Description

Function Description

This API2540CTL function block calculates a Temperature Correction Factor for liquids,
Corrected Temperature, Corrected Density, and Alpha (Tables 24A, 24B, 24C, 54A, 54B,
54C, 6A, 6B and 6C).

The calculation block requires a list of inputs such as:
• temperature
• density
• configuration constants

The calculation block provides the required outputs to meet the reporting standard. Some of
the input constants can be created from inputs or other function blocks, while others can be
manually entered or downloaded from a host SCADA system or DCS system. For more
details refer to The API Manual of Petroleum Measurement Standards.

The Liquid Correction supports the following liquid types:
• 0 - no correction (CTL=1.0)
• 1 - crude
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• 2 - fuel oils
• 3 - jet
• 4 - transition
• 5 - gasolines
• 6 - specialized product

The Liquid Correction supports the following standards:
• This function block was developed according to the API2540CTL Standards.

The Liquid Temperature Correction supports the following types of inputs:
• temperature
• density
• conditions

The additional parameters EN and ENO can be configured.

Complementary Functions

Other function blocks complement this function when used in conjunction with the
API2540CTL block:

• The MULTIPLIER function block can be used with the API2540CTL block to
Temperature Correct a liquid meters value (refer to the example in the Detailed
Description chapter, page 130).

Representation in FBD
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Representation in LD

Representation in IL

CAL API2540CTL_Instance (TFLOW, TBASE, PTYPE, DTYPE, DENSITY, CTL, CTEMP,
CDENS, ALPHA, ERRORS)

Representation in ST

API2540CTL_Instance (TFLOW, TBASE, PTYPE, DTYPE, DENSITY, CTL, CTEMP,
CDENS, ALPHA, ERRORS)

Parameter Description

For a definition of each parameters units, refer to Constants, page 133.
NOTE: The defined (default) value will be used, if the input constant is configured with a
wrong value. Use correct constant value to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Enter correct constant value.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table describes the API2540CTL input parameters:
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Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

TFLOW REAL FLOWing Temperature meter °F °C

TBASE REAL BASE Temperature (60°F/15°C) °F °C

PTYPE INT Product liquid TYPE (no correction=0, crude=1, fuel
oils=2, jet=3, transition=4, gasolines=5, specialized
product=6)

- -

DTYPE INT Density TYPE (0=kg/m3(default), 1=API, 2=relative
(SG))

- -

DENSITY REAL DENSITY (dens at 15°C, API at 60°F, SG at 60°F,
alpha(COE[Specialized])) - (also see DTYPE)

lbm/ft3 kg/m3

The following table describes the API2540CTL output parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

CTL REAL Temperature Correction factor - -

CTEMP REAL Corrected TEMPerature meter °F °C

CDENS REAL Corrected DENSity - corrected API, SG, density (Kg/
m3)

lbm/ft3 kg/m3

ALPHA REAL ALPHA - -

ERRORS UNIT ERROR flags (to mask the detected bit errors) - -

1 TFLOW notification - see tables in Application
Ranges, page 130

2 PFLOW notification - not used

4 density notification - see tables in Application
Ranges, page 130

8 alpha notification - see tables in Application
Ranges, page 130

Definition of Terms

The following table contains the definition of terms:

Term Definition

kPaa kilopascals atmospheric

kPag kilopascals gauge
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Term Definition

psia pounds-force/sq. in atmospheric

psig pounds-force/sq. in gauge

Detailed Description

Example

This is an example of using API2540CTL Linear Liquid Gas Calculation with the
MULTIPLIER function block.

Application Ranges

Table 24A

Relative Density 60/60°F Temperature (°F)

0.8250...1.0760 0...300

0.7795...0.8250 0...250

0.6110...0.7795 0...200

Table 24B
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Relative Density 60/60°F Temperature (°F)

0.8250...1.0760 0...300

0.7795...0.8250 0...250

0.6535...0.7795 0...200

Table 24C

a X 106 Temperature (°F)

270...510 0...300

510...530 0...250

530...930 0...200

Table 54A

Density kg/m3 Temperature (°C)

610.5...778.5 -18...95

779.0...824.0 -18...125

824.5...1075 -18...150

Table 54B

Density kg/m3 Temperature (°C)

653.0...778.5 -18...90

779.0...824.0 -18...125

824.5...1075 -18...150

Table 54C
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Factor for Liquids

a X 106 Temperature (°C)

486...918 -18...150

918...954 -18...125

954...1674 -18...95

Table 6A

API Temperature (°F)

0...40 0...300

40...50 0...250

50...100 0...200

Table 6B

API Temperature (°F)

0...40 0...300

40...50 0...250

50...85 0...200

Table 6C

a X 106 Temperature (°F)

270...510 0...300

510...530 0...250

530...930 0...200
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API2540CTL: Calculations Temperature Correction
Factor for Liquids

Constants

Unit Conversion Constants and Universal Constants

Depending on the system of measurement, this contains the measurements units of the unit
conversion constants and the values of the universal constants:

Variables USC IP Metric SI

P1, P2, Pf, Pb psia psia bar Pa

Pt,p, Pb lbm/ft3 lbm/ft3 kg/m3 kg/m3

qm lbm/hr lbm/hr kg/hr kg/s

qv, Qb ft3/hr ft3/hr m3/hr m3/s

Tf, Tb, Tr, Pb ºF ºF ºC ºK

R 10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

0.083 145 1

bar-m3/kmol-ºC

8 314.51

J/kmol-ºK

Mr air 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5
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Factor for Liquids

API2540CPL: Calculations Pressure
Correction Factor for Liquids

What’s in This Chapter

Block Description ................................................................... 134

Introduction
This chapter describes the API2540CPL EFB.

Block Description

Introduction

This section provides a brief and a detailed description of the API2540CPL EFB.

Brief Description

Function Description

This API2540CPL function block calculates a liquid pressure correction factor, corrected
temperature, corrected density and compressibility factor. The calculation block requires a
list of inputs such as temperature, pressure, atmospheric pressure, equilibrium vapour
pressure, density, configuration constants and provides the required outputs to meet the
reporting standard. Some of the input constants can be created from inputs or other function
blocks, while others can be manually entered or downloaded from a host SCADA system or
DCS system. For more details refer to The API Manual of Petroleum Measurement
Standards .

The Liquid Correction supports the following density types:
• 0 - density (kg/m3)
• 1 - API
• 2 - relative (SG)

The Liquid Correction supports the following standards:
• This function block was developed according to the API2540CPL Standards API MPMS

Chapters 11.2.1; 11.2.2; 11.2.1M; 11.2.2M.
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API2540CPL: Calculations Pressure Correction Factor
for Liquids

The Liquid Pressure Correction supports the following types of inputs:
• temperature
• pressure
• atmospheric pressure
• equilibrium vapour pressure
• density
• density conditions

The additional parameters EN and ENO can be configured.

Complementary Functions

Other function blocks complement this function when used in conjunction with the
API2540CPL block:

• The MULTIPLIER function block can be used with the API2540CPL block to pressure
correct a liquid meters value (see an example in Detailed Description, page 138).

Representation in FBD
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API2540CPL: Calculations Pressure Correction
Factor for Liquids

Representation in LD

Representation in IL

CAL API2540CPL_Instance (TFLOW, PFLOW, PATMOS, EVP, DTYPE, DENSITY, CPL,
CTEMP, CDENS, CF, ERRORS)

Representation in ST

API2540CPL_Instance (TFLOW, PFLOW, PATMOS, EVP, DTYPE, DENSITY, CPL, CTEMP,
CDENS, CF, ERRORS)

Parameter Description

For a definition of each parameters units, refer to Constants, page 139.
NOTE: The defined (default) value will be used, if the input constant is configured with a
wrong value. Use correct constant value to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Enter correct constant value.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table describes the API2540CPL input parameters:
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API2540CPL: Calculations Pressure Correction Factor
for Liquids

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

TFLOW REAL FLOWing Temperature meter °F °C

PFLOW REAL FLOWing Pressure kPag Psig

PATMOS REAL ATMOSpheric Pressure kPaa Psia

EVP REAL Equilibrium Vapour Pressure kPaa Psia

DTYPE UINT Density TYPE (0=kg/m3 (default), 1=API, 2=relative
(SG))

- -

DENSITY REAL DENSITY (Dens at 15°C, API at 60°F, SG at 60°F) -
(also see DTYPE)

lbm/ft3 kg/m3

The following table describes the API2540CPL output parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning Units

USC Metric

CPL REAL Pressure Correction factor - -

CTEMP REAL Corrected TEMPerature meter °F °C

CDENS REAL Corrected DENSity - corrected API, SG, density (Kg/
m3)

lbm/ft3 kg/m3

CF REAL Compressibility Factor - -

ERRORS UINT ERROR flags (to mask the detected bit errors) - -

1 TFLOW notification - refer to tables in the
Application Ranges chapter, page 138

2 PFLOW notification - not used

4 Density notification - refer to tables in the
Application Ranges chapter, page 138

8 Above critical temperature detected error (for
example 1988.0 psia, 110.0°F and density of
0.35)

Definition of Terms

The following table contains the definition of terms:

Term Definition

kPaa kilopascals atmospheric

kPag kilopascals gauge
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API2540CPL: Calculations Pressure Correction
Factor for Liquids

Term Definition

psia pounds-force/sq. in atmospheric

psig pounds-force/sq. in gauge

Detailed Description

Example

This is an example of using API2540CPL Linear Liquid Gas Calculation with the Multiplier
function block.

Application Ranges

API MPMS Chapter 11.2.1M

ρ15 Temperature (°C) Pressure (kPa)

638...1074 -30...90 0...10300

API MPMS Chapter 11.2.2M

ρ15 Temperature (°C) Pressure (kPa)

350...638 -46...60 0...10300
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API MPMS Chapter 11.2.1

API Temperature (°F) Pressure (Psi)

0...90 -20...200 0...1500

API MPMS Chapter 11.2.2

SG Temperature (°F) Pressure (Psi)

0.350...0.637 -50...140 0...2200

Constants

Unit Conversion Constants and Universal Constants

Depending on the system of measurement, this contains the measurements units of the unit
conversion constants and the values of the universal constants:

Variables USC IP Metric SI

P1, P2, Pf, Pb psia psia bar Pa

Pt,p, Pb lbm/ft3 lbm/ft3 kg/m3 kg/m3

qm lbm/hr lbm/hr kg/hr kg/s

qv, Qb ft3/hr ft3/hr m3/hr m3/s

Tf, Tb, Tr, Pb ºF ºF ºC ºK

R 10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

10.731 6

psia-ft3/lbmol-ºF

0.083 145 1

bar-m3/kmol-ºC

8 314.51

J/kmol-ºK

Mr air 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5 28.962 5
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Flow_Calcs_Extensions Family
What’s in This Part

TOTALS: Accumulation of Instantanious Flow Rate
Input ..................................................................................... 141
TOTALS_UDA: Accumulation of Instantanious Flow Rate
Input .................................................................................... 146
MULTIPLIER: Converter for Meter Input .................................. 152

Introduction

This part contains the EFB descriptions of the Flow_Calcs_Extensions family.
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TOTALS: Accumulation of Instantanious Flow Rate
Input

TOTALS: Accumulation of Instantanious Flow
Rate Input

What’s in This Chapter

Block Description ................................................................... 141

Introduction
This chapter describes the TOTALS EFB.

Block Description

Introduction

This section provides a brief and a detailed description of the TOTALS EFB.

Brief Description

Function Description

This function block is used to totalize or accumulate an instantaneous flowing/changing
value. The input value can be in units/hour or units/day and the value will be totalized over
time.

There are the following types of outputs:
• running total (resettable)
• running hours (resettable)
• flowing/changed hours (resettable)
• current day volume
• previous day volume

The running hours is the continuous running hours of the value, since last reset. The flowing/
changed hours is the hours that the value was non-zero and is calculated every time the
function is processed. This calculation block requires a list of inputs and provides a variety of
outputs. An example as well as the block inputs and outputs are defined in the tables below.

The additional parameters EN and ENO can be configured.
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TOTALS: Accumulation of Instantanious Flow Rate
Input

NOTE: This function block requires that the controller time of day clock be set and
running, in order for the totalizer to work as expected. Set the controller real-time clock
correctly to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Set the controller real-time clock correctly.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

Complementary Functions

Other function blocks complement this function when used in conjunction with the TOTALS
block:

• The AGA3 can be used to calculate a gas volume for orifice plate equipment.
• The AGA5 can be used to calculate gross heating content of dry or sturated natural gas

mixtures on a volumetric basis.
• The AGA7 can be used to calculate turbine meter gas volumes from pulse, frequency or

analog types of input.
• The AGA9 can be used to calculate ultrasonic meter gas volumes from pulse, frequency

or analog types of input.
• The AGA11 can be used to calculate Coriolis meter gas volumes.
• The API_C11_1 can be used to calculate a liquid flow rate using a set of input meters

for temperature, pressure, a meter factor, Kfactor and conditions.
• The API_C11_2 can be used to calculate a liquid flow rate using a set of input meters

for temperature, density, an (NGL/LPG) meter and conditions.
• The API2540CTL can be used to calculate a temperature correction factor.
• The API2540CPL can be used to calculate a pressure correction factor.
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TOTALS: Accumulation of Instantanious Flow Rate
Input

Representation in FBD

Representation in LD

Representation in IL

CAL TOTALS_Instance (VALUE, RTRST, RTDUR, DAYRST, TIMEBASE, TOTAL,
TOTALHRS, FLOWHRS, CDTOTAL, PDTOTAL)

Representation in ST

TOTALS_Instance (VALUE, RTRST, RTDUR, DAYRST, TIMEBASE, TOTAL, TOTALHRS,
FLOWHRS, CDTOTAL, PDTOTAL);

Totalized Output

Totalized Hours

TOTALS

VALUE TOTAL

CDTOTAL

RTRST

RTDUR

DAYRST

TIMEBASE

TOTALHRS

PDTOTAL

FLOWHRS Flow_Changed_Hours

Current_Day_Total

Previous_Day_Total

Input_Value

Running_Total_Reset

Running_Total_Dur

Time_Day_Reset

Timebase

Totalized Output

Totalized Hours

TOTALS

VALUE TOTAL

CDTOTAL

RTRST

RTDUR

DAYRST

TIMEBASE

TOTALHRS

PDTOTAL

FLOWHRS Flow_Changed_Hours

Current_Day_Total

Previous_Day_Total

Input_Value

Running_Total_Reset

Running_Total_Dur

Time_Day_Reset

Timebase

EN ENO
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TOTALS: Accumulation of Instantanious Flow Rate
Input

Parameter Description

NOTE: The defined (default) value will be used, if the input constant is configured with a
wrong value. Use correct constant value to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Enter correct constant value.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table describes the TOTALS input parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning

VALUE REAL input VALUE (units/hour or units/day)

RTRST UINT

write decimal 1 (bit 0 set) to ReSeT Running Total, total hours and
flowing hours (TOTAL, TOTALHRS, FLOWHRS)

write decimal 2 (bit 1 set) to reset current day volume (CDTOTAL)

write decimal 4 (bit 2 set) to reset previous day volume (PDTOTAL)

write decimal 7 to reset the values

NOTE: Reset, has to be set back to 0.

RTDUR REAL Running Total DURation hours (0=continuous)

DAYRST UINT time of DAY ReSeT hour (hour of day to copy current day to previous
day volume and reset current day volume)

NOTE: If daily reset hour is > 23, the default will be set to 0 (0=
midnight). Set the controller real-time clock correctly for proper
operation of this parameter.

TIMEBASE UINT TIMEBASE for input (0=hourly, 1=daily (default))

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Set the controller real-time clock correctly.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table describes the TOTALS output parameters:
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TOTALS: Accumulation of Instantanious Flow Rate
Input

Parameter Data Type Meaning

TOTAL REAL running TOTAL volume (based on input value) in units for total hours
(TOTALHRS)

TOTALHRS REAL TOTAL HouRS (hours and fractional hours, since last reset (RTRST))

FLOWHRS REAL FLOWing/changed HouRS (hours and fractional hours that the value has
changed, since last reset (RTRST))

CDTOTAL REAL Current Day TOTAL, since DAYRST (see time of DAY ReSeT hour
(DAYRST))

PDTOTAL REAL Previous Day TOTAL, copied from CDTOTAL at DAYRST

Detailed Description

Example

This is an example of how to use this TOTALS function block with the AGA3 function block:

Totalized Output

Totalized Hours

TOTALS

VALUE TOTAL

CDTOTAL

RTRST

RTDUR

DAYRST

TIMEBASE

TOTALHRS

PDTOTAL

FLOWHRS Flow_Changed_Hours

Current_Day_Total

Previous_Day_Total

Input_Value

Running_Total_Reset

Running_Total_Dur

Time_Day_Reset

Timebase

AGA3

DP

TBASE

QM

PDF

TFLOW

ODF
PFLOW

PBASE

PARA

ZFLOW

ZBASE

DFLOW

DBASE

UNITS

TIMEBASE

QB

BETA

CF

CD

EV

Y

RN

PFU
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Rate Input

TOTALS_UDA: Accumulation of
Instantanious Flow Rate Input

What’s in This Chapter

Block Description ................................................................... 146

Introduction
This chapter describes the TOTALS_UDA EFB.

Block Description

Introduction

This section provides a brief and a detailed description of the TOTALS_UDA EFB.

Brief Description

Function Description

This function block is used to totalize or accumulate an instantaneous flowing/changing
value. The input value can be in units/hour or units/day and the value will be totalized over
time. There are the following types of outputs:

• Running total (resettable)
• Running hours (resettable)
• Flowing/changed hours (resettable)
• TIMELAST is 10s of milliseconds
• User configurable array for current day
• Previous daily volumes

The current day volume is written to array [0]. The running hours is the continuous running
hours of the value, since last reset. The flowing/changed hours is the hours that the value
was non-zero and is calculated every time the function is processed. This calculation block
requires a list of inputs and provides a variety of outputs. An example as well as the block
inputs and outputs are defined in the tables below.

The additional parameters EN and ENO can be configured.
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TOTALS_UDA: Accumulation of Instantanious Flow
Rate Input

NOTE: This function block requires that the controller time of day clock to be set and
running, in order for the totalizer to work as expected. Set the controller real-time clock
correctly to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Set the controller real-time clock correctly.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

Complementary Functions

Other function blocks complement this function when used in conjunction with the TOTALS_
UDA block:

• The AGA3 can be used to calculate a gas volume for orifice plate equipment.
• The AGA5 can be used to calculate gross heating content of dry or saturated natural gas

mixtures on a volumetric basis.
• The AGA7 can be used to calculate turbine meter gas volumes from pulse, frequency or

analog types of input.
• The AGA9 can be used to calculate ultrasonic meter gas volumes from pulse, frequency

or analog types of input.
• The AGA11 can be used to calculate Coriolis meter gas volumes.
• The API_C11_1 can be used to calculate a liquid flow rate using a set of input meters

for temperature, pressure, a meter factor, K factor and conditions.
• The API_C11_2 can be used to calculate a liquid flow rate using a set of input meters

for temperature, density, an (NGL/LPG) meter and conditions.
• The API2540CTL can be used to calculate a temperature correction factor.
• The API2540CPL can be used to calculate a pressure correction factor.
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Rate Input

Representation in FBD

Representation in LD

Representation in IL

CAL TOTALS_UDA_Instance (VALUE, RTRST, RTDUR, DAYRST, TIMEBASE, TOTAL,
TOTALHRS, FLOWHRS, TIMELAST, TOTALS)

Representation in ST

TOTALS_UDA_Instance (VALUE, RTRST, RTDUR, DAYRST, TIMEBASE, TOTAL,
TOTALHRS, FLOWHRS, TIMELAST, TOTALS)
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TOTALS_UDA: Accumulation of Instantanious Flow
Rate Input

Parameter Description

NOTE: The defined (default) value will be used, if the input constant is configured with a
wrong value. Use correct constant value to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Enter correct constant value.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

NOTE: Allow UDA arrays if the following message is displayed in Control Expert during
the Analyze process:

{UDA : [MAST]} : (1: 4, c: 16) E1208 usage of dynamic arrays is
disabled
{UDA : [MAST]} : 1 error(s), 0 warnings(s)
{UDA : [MAST]} : Object analyze failure
Process failed : 2 Error(s) , 0 Warning(s)

To allow UDA arrays, click Tools > Project Settings > Variables (or Tools > Project
Settings > Variables for earlier Control Expert versions) and activate the check boxes
Directly represented array variables and Allow dynamic arrays.

The following table describes the TOTALS_UDA input parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning

VALUE REAL input VALUE (units/hour or units/day)

RTRST UINT

write decimal 1 (bit 0 set) to reset running total, total hours and
flowing hours (TOTAL, TOTALHRS, FLOWHRS)

write decimal 2 (bit 1 set) to reset current day value (Array[0], Daily
Totals)

write decimal 4 (bit 2 set) to reset previous day values in array
(Daily Totals)

write decimal 7 to reset the values

NOTE: Reset, has to be set back to 0.

RTDUR REAL Running Total DURation hours (0=continuous)
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Rate Input

Parameter Data Type Meaning

DAYRST UINT time of DAY ReSeT hour (hour of day to copy current day to previous
day volume and reset current day volume)

NOTE: If the daily reset hour is > 23, the default will be set to 0 (0=
midnight). Set the controller real-time clock correctly for proper
operation of this parameter.

TIMEBASE UINT TIMEBASE for input (0=hourly, 1=daily (default))

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Set the controller real-time clock correctly.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table describes the TOTALS_UDA output parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning

TOTAL REAL running TOTAL volume (based on input value) in units for total hours
(TOTALHRS)

TOTALHRS REAL TOTAL HouRS (hours and fractional hours, since last reset (RTRST))

FLOWHRS REAL FLOWing/changed HouRS (hours and fractional hours that the value has
changed, since last reset (RTRST))

TIMELAST UDINT LAST TIME in 10's of millisecond)

TOTALS Array of REAL Current day TOTAL and previous daily totals are written into the (UDA)
User Defined (dynamic) Array of floating point IECReal values. Array[0]
being the current day total. The cutoff hours is defined by the DAYRST.
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Rate Input

Detailed Description

Example

This is an example of how to use the TOTAL_UDA function block with the AGA3 function block:
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MULTIPLIER: Converter for Meter Input
What’s in This Chapter

Block Description ................................................................... 152

Introduction
This chapter describes the MULTIPLIER EFB.

Block Description

Introduction

This section provides a brief and a detailed description of the MULTIPLIER EFB.

Brief Description

Function Description

This MULTIPLIER block is used to convert a pulse, frequency or analog (meter) input. The
MTYPE input is to select one of the input meter types.

The CPL, CTL, MF1, MF2 and TIMEBASE are the multipliers factors for the input meter after
it is conditioned. This calculation block requires a list of inputs and provides a single output.
An example as well as the block inputs and outputs are defined in the tables below.

The additional parameters EN and ENO can be configured.

Complementary Functions

Other function blocks complement this function when used in conjunction with the
MULTIPLIER block:

• The API2540CTL can be used to calculate a temperature correction factor.
• The API2540CPL can be used to calculate a pressure correction factor.
• The TOTALS_UDA and TOTALS function blocks can be used to totalize the multiplier

output.
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MULTIPLIER: Converter for Meter Input

Representation in FBD

Representation in LD

Representation in IL

CAL MULTIPLIER_Instance (METER, CTL, CPL, MTYPE, MF1, MF2, KF, TIMEBASE,
OUTPUT)

Representation in ST

MULTIPLIER_Instance (METER, CTL, CPL, MTYPE, MF1, MF2, KF, TIMEBASE, OUTPUT)
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Parameter Description

NOTE: The defined (default) value will be used, if the input constant is configured with a
wrong value. Use correct constant value to avoid unexpected calculation results.

NOTICE
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR OF EQUIPMENT

Enter correct constant value.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table describes the MULTIPLIER input parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning

METER REAL Input value (units/hour or units/day)

CTL REAL Temperature Correction (multiplier factor)

CPL REAL Pressure Correction (multiplier factor)

MTYPE UNIT 1=pulse, 2=freq, 3=analog (default)

MF1 REAL Meter/Multiplier Factor

MF2 REAL Meter/Multiplier Factor

KF REAL K Factor, pulses/unit volume, (pulses/KF) or (frequency*86400/KF)

TIMEBASE REAL TIMEBASE multiplier

The following table describes the MULTIPLIER output parameters:

Parameter Data Type Meaning

OUTPUT REAL OUTPUT (based on conditioned meter input value and the multiplier
factors)

Detailed Description

Example

This is an example of how to use the MULTIPLIER function block with the API2540CTL
block.
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